Three-thousand dollar supplementary order list for Clinton (Iowa) Public Library by Sweet, Belle
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General v/orks • . i 88
Philosophy . _—. 3--^ 89
Ethics = 5-"- 90
Ancient and modern philosophers 3 91
Religion •-- 5 92
Bible 5_-. 94
Theology-"-- -^_„___„ 5_„„ 95
Practical religion — 6 97
Church history ' 6 98
Uon-Christian including mythology — 7 99
Sociology " 8-- 100
Political science —.«-.-.^»^-, 8— 100
Political economy ^_.__.q-- io2
Socialism. 11-- 103
Law and constitutional history 12-- 103
Administration 12-- 105
Education 12-- 105
Commerce -~ — 13-- 109
Customs and folk-lore ]4— 109
Language 15— 111
English 111
Other languages 16— m
Science 17-- 112
Mathematics • • 17— IIS





Electricity and magnetism 18— 114-
Chemistry 18— 114




Botany ^- 20-- 117
Zoology 20-- lia
Useful arts - - 22— 120
Medicine 22-- 120
Engineering 23— 121
Agriculture and domestic economy 24— 122
Conanunication and commerce 25-- 122
Manufactures, trade and "building 26— 122
Fine arts ^.---^ 28-- 124
Architecture ----------^^ . 28-- 124
Sculpture ^^^.^^^^^ 28-- 125
Dravving _ 29-- 125
Painting 29-~ 125
Photography = 30--
Music ,^ , 30-- 125
Amusements --.--.--.-__^».»-=„ = ^ . »^ 32-- 126
Literature — = — „_— 33-- 127
American 34— 129
Poetry and drama .-^ 34— 130
Essays and oratory —— 34-- 131
Satire and humor =- 35-- 134




Drajna — 37-» 139
Essays ... 57-- 140
Anglo-Saxon = 144
German = 37— 144
Scandinavian ~^ = 33— 144
French 38— 145
Spanish and Italian . 33— 145
Latin 3s-- 145
Greek 3S-„ 145
Minor literatures 39— 147
History „ 40-- 148
Geography and description = — 40-- 149
Travel 41-^ 151
Europe — „„„„ = „^^„ — 41— 151
Asia . . 44— 155
Africa 45. „ 157
ITorth America 45-- 157
South America — = ^ 4o-- 160
Ancient history — — 47— lei
Rome ---^-^---^ _»-..^„^.„„>_.„„„„^„^_„„„„-.^ 47-.. 162
Greece — 48— 163
Europe -~- . _ 48-- 153
Asia and Africa ,— 51-- 1G9
ITorth America and the Indians 52-- 169
South America 55
Australia — — — 55

Page Apx.
Biogra,phy, Individual - 66— 176
Collective 66-- 195
Children's books „^ es— 197
Reference ~ = 58-- 197
Picture "books • 68
Easy books for little children 69
}.1ythology and folk lore, legends and fairy tales -- 70-- 198
Poetry —• 72
Tales from old story tellers — 72-- 197
Religion and ethics 73— 193
Government •- 73— 199
Books about nature 74-- 199
Animal stories 75
Useful arts = 75_- 20I
Electricity 75— 20I
How to make and do things 76
Games and amusements • 76
Music = , 75
Art and artists — 77
Biography, Collective 77 = ™ 201
Individual — 77-- 202
History and travel 79-- 203













The following order list has "been compiled from various sources
some of the most helpful having T^een the "A.L.A." catalog of 5000
volumes, Bibliographies compiled Toy the Wisconsin library commission
List of books for a children's library compiled by Annie Carrol
Moore, the list in the "Printed catalog cards for children's books"
and the list of "100 entertaining biographies" printed by the Carnegi
Library of Pittsburgh, the bibliography lectures given at the
University of Illinois, and the proof sheets of the Library of
Congress cards for the 1904 "A.L.A." catalog entries.
The available money has been apportioned among the different
subjects, exclusive of fiction and general periodicals, in such a
way as would bring the library into conformity with the proportions
given in the "A.L.A," catalog of 5000 vcl-jjrirt.s. in bo far as the
selection of books now in the library and the apparent needs of the
community would permit. Miction is excluded because the library
alrea>dy has a large percentage of fiction and because it is hoped
that the new and popular bocks may be supplied through the Bodley
Club Library. General periodicals have been excluded because, on
account of numerous recent gifts, it is not known what the library
has as a basis for its collection.

The division cf the money is as follows:-














A list of hooks which now form the Puhlic School Lihrary hut
which are to he the nucleus of the Free Puhlic Lihra.ry is given as
an appendix. As the list v/as made at various times and hy differ-
ent people the entries are not uniform. No corrections were attempt-
ed as the list could not he verified. An effort has heen made to
avoid duplication except in the case of children's hooks and hooks
retained hy the Puhlic School Lihrary. Books retained are marked x
and these have heen duplicated only when it seemed desirahle to
have them in the lihrary for reference use as it is prohahle that
they can he horrowed for occasional use.
Books in the order list v/hich have heen found in the proof
sheets for the Lihre^ry of Congress cards for the 1904 "A.L.A."
catalog entries are marked # . Books not so marked may he

included in the catalog but they had not appeared in the proof
sheets issued "before Llay 25, 1904.
The list is arranged under the nine classes of the Decimal
classification. These are subdivided and the works are arra,nged
alphabetically by author under the subdiYisions. Biography is
arranged alphabetically by biographee and is placed after history.
The children's books are placed last 8.nd are arranged alphabetically
by author under large subjects. The subjects chosen and the ar-
rangement of them are those used by Hiss Moore in her List of books
for a, children's library. The arrangement of the appendix is
practically that of the list.
Pull names of authors have been given when they could be found
without a long search. Date of publication has been given when it
could be found i when not found, two dashes have been used where the
date belongs. The prices given are those o^uoted in the trade
catalogs and a discount of from ten to thirty percent may usually be





Manual of historical literature. IT.Y. Harper.
1888, I 2.50
American library association.
List of sulDject headings for use in dictionary
catalogs. Ed. 2. Bost. Library' Bur.
1901, 2.00
Century company.
Century gallery of one hundred portraits. N.Y.
Century. 1897, 7.50
Counsel upon the reading of books, by H.H. Stephens and
others. Eost. Houghton. 1900, 1,50
Crane, Walter.
Of the decorative illustration of books old and new.
IT.y. Macmillan. 1896, 2.00
Cumulative index to periodicals. Minneapolis. Wilson.
1903; 5.00
Cutter, CrAmmi.
Three figure alfabetic order taole.
.
Bost.
Library Bur. 1902, 2.25
Dewey, Melvil.
Decimal classification. Ed. 6. '^mor. Bost.
Library Bur. 1899, 5.00
Library school rules; card catalog rules; accession
rules; shelf list rules. Bost. Library
Bur. 1892, 1.25
Fletcher, ¥:I: ed.
" A.L.A," index: an index to general literature.
Bost. Houghton. 1893, 5.00
Annual literary index. II. Y. Publisher's Weekly.
1903, 3.50
Hardy, W:J:
Book-plates. N.Y. Scribner. 1393, 1.50
Horne, Herbert P.
Binding of books; an essay in the history of




Reporting for the newspapers. N.Y. Wessels.
2
Koopman, Harry Lyinan.
The mastery of books; hints on reading and the
use of libraries. N.Y. American bk. co.
J. Or D
,
Uev/ international encyclopaedia. 17v. N.Y. Dodd.
n Q no
Phyfe, W.H.P.
I./UUU J. d/O o dilCL ld.nua.t;i:3. XN.x. JTU liIXcUU . J.V<JX j
Pollard, Alfred Y/illiara.
Right reading: words of good council on the choice and
use of books; selected from the writings of ten
Shuman, Edwin L.
Practical J ournalisi'n; a complete manual of the best
1 25
Skinner, Charles R.
/i.X UVX U-uJ^ iXXCt>IlMCI(X . OJr X A^'IaDC . X>AX VICCIX .
Small, Herbert.
Handbook of the new Library of Congress.
flirt 1 QDi^
. X <J
United States catalog of books in print, 1902. Ed. 2.
XO , \J\J
Welsh, Charles.
Jr LXLij. X oXl ca> UUUiS. a JjUo u . lit; dull. ±x/\J\J
^
Winsor, Justin.
Reader's handbook of the American Revolution,
X
.





Dictionary of philosophy and psychology. 3v.
N.Y. Macmillan. 1901, |15.00
# Erothingham, Octavius Srooks.
Transcendentalism in Hew England. Bost. Amer.
Unit, assoc. 1903, 1.00
fi Jame s , Will iam
.
The Y/ill to "believe and other essays in popular
philosophy. IT.Y. Longmans. 1897, 2.00
# Locke , John.
An essay concerning human understanding; annotated
by A.C.Praser. 2v. Oxford. Clarendon
press. 1894, 8.00
# Moll, Albert.
Hypnotism. Ed. 5 rev. and enl. 3T.Y. Scrihner.
1902, 1.50
Ethics
ir Brewer, David Josiah.





Liquor legislation in the United States and Canada.
¥.Y. Cassell. 1893, 1.00
# Koren, John.
Economic aspects of the liquor problem. Bost,
Houghton. 1899, 1.50
if- Wagner, Charles.
Courage: tr. by C.H.Bell. >T.Y. Dodd. 1903, 1,25
# Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith) "Mrs. Cr.C.Kiggs."
Children's rights: a book of nursery logic.
Bost. Houghton. 1892, 1.00
Ancient and Modern Philosophers
# Kant , Immanuel
.
Iminanuel Kant's Critique of pure reason, in
commemoration of the centenary of its first
publication tr. into English by E: Max Mueller.
N.Y, Macmillan. 1896, 3.00

4# Stephen, Sir Leslie.






The evolution of Christianity. Ed. 2. Bost.
1893, $ 1.25
# Drummond, Henry.
Programme of Christianity and other addresses.
Complete and authorized ed, N.Y. Pott.
1892, 1.00
# Piske, John.
The destiny of man viev/ed in the light of his origin
Ed. 9. Bost. Houghton. 1886, 1.00
# Idea of God as affected by modern knowledge.
Bost. Houghton. 1886. 1.00
# Shaler, Nathaniel Southgate.
The interpretation of nature. Bost. Houghton.
1893, 1.25
# Van Dyke, Henry Jackson.
Gospel for an age of doubt, the Yale lectures on




Life and letters of Paul the Apostle. Bost.
Houghton. 1898, 1.50
# Bible.
The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testa-
ments... i^ev. 1881-1885. Newly ed.by the
American revision committee, A.D. 1901.
Standard ed. N.Y. Nelson. 1901, 1.50
# Brooke, Stopford Augustus.
The Old Testament and modern life. N.Y. Lodd.
1896? 1.50
# Gladden, Washington.
Seven puzzling Bible books; a supp. to "Who wrote
the Bible." Bost. Houghton. 1897? 1.25
# Who wrote the Bible? A book for the people.




# Moulton, Richard Sreen.




# ---- A short introduction to the literature of the
Bihle. Bost. ueath. 1901, 1.00
# Sunderland, Jahez Thomas.
The Bible: its origin, growth, and character and
its place among the sacred hooks of the world.
"NT Y Piitman 1893 1 5n
1
# Harnack, Adolf.









# Vaji Dyke, Henry Jackson.




# Ely, Richard Theodore.
The social law of service. E.Y. Eaton. 1896, .90
# Gihhons, James, cardinal.
Our Christian heritage. Bait. Murphy. 1889, 1.00
I
# Julian, John.





# Addis, W:E. and Arnold, Thomas.
A Catholic dictionary... Ed. 4. l],Y. Catholic
puh. so. 1884, 5.00
# Foxe, John.
Book of martyrs. Phil. Ccates. 1888, .75

7ITon-Christ ian Religions Including l./rythology
# Brinton, Daniel Garrison.
The myths of the new world. Ed. 3 rev. Phil.
McKay. 1896, $ 2.00
# Davids, Thomas William Rhys.
Buddhism: its history and its literature. H.Y.
Putnam. 1896, 1,50
# Guerber, Helena Adeline.
Myths of northern lands. N.Y. Amer. bk. co.
1895, 1.50
# Hosmer, James Kendall.
... The Jews, ancient, mediaeval, and modern. E".Y.
Putnam. 1901, 1.50
# Linn, Williaai Alexander.
Story of the Mormans from the date of their origin
to 1901. IT.Y. Macraillan. 1902, 4.00
# Religious systems of the world, a contribution to the





Democracy and social ethics. N.Y. Macmillan.
1902, $ 1.25
# Bliss, William Dwight Porter.
Encyclopaedia of social reform. N.Y, Punk.
1897, 7.50
it Carnegie, Andrew.
The gospel of wealth. IT.Y. Century. 1900, 2.00
Hale, Edward Everett.
"We, the people", a series of papers on topics
of today. JT.Y. Dodd. 1903, 1.20
# Roosevelt, Theodore.
The strenuous life. JT.Y. Century, 1901, 1.50
# American ideals and other essays, N.Y. Putnam.
1897, 1.50
# Small, A.¥. and Vincent, G.E.
Introduction to the study of society. N.Y,
Amer. hk. co. 1894, 1.80
# World almanac and encyclopaedia. N.Y. Press pub. co.
1904, .25
# Wright, Carroll Davidson.
... Outline of practical sociology. With special
reference to American conditions. Ed. 5 rev.
U.Y. Longmans. 1902, 2.00
Political Science
# Colquhoun, Archibald Ross.
The mastery of the Pacific. JF.Y. Macmillan.
1902, 4.00
# Du Bo is, Y/illiam Edward Burghardt.
The souls of black folk. Chic. McClurg. 1903, 1.20
# Poster, John Watson.
A century of American diplomacy. Ed. 7. Bost.
Houghton. 1901, 3.50
-# Johnson, Helen Kendrick.
Woman and the republic. N.Y. Appleton, 1897, 1.50

# Lecky, Wr.S .Hartpole .





# Mahan, Alfred Thayer.
1
Interest of America in sea poeer, present and
future. jiost. Little. 1898, 2,00
# Reinsch, Paul Samuel.
World politics at the end of the 19th century, as
i
influenced iDy the oriental situation.
^T.Y. Macinillan. 1900, 1 ,25
# Shattuck, Mrs. Harrietta (Robinson).
The woman's manual of parliamentary law. Bost.
Lee. 1897, ,75
# Smith, Richmond Mayo-
Emigration and immigration. F.Y. Scribner.
1898, 1.50
# Stanwood, Edward.




# Washington, Booker Taliaferro.
The future of the American negro. Bost.
Small. 1899, 1 ,50
# Wilson, Woodrow.
Congressional goyernnent : a study in American
politics. Ed. 12. Bost. Houghton. 1896, 1 ,25
# Macy, Jesse.






Economic studies. Bost. Longmans. 1895, 1 ,25
# Lombard street: a description of the money market.
iT.Y. Scribner. 1 ,25
BGhm-Bav/erk, E. von.











Su'bstiti;ites for the saloon. Bost, Houghton.
1901, ~ I 1.30
# Conant, CharlesArthur
.
A history of modern banks of issue; with an
account of the economic crises of the present
century. N.Y. Putnam. 1902, 3.00
Cossa, Luigi.
An introduction to the study of political
economy; tr. from the Italian by L.Dyer.
U.Y. Macmillan. 1893, 2.60
# Dunbar, Charles Franklin.
Chapters on the theory and history of banking.
Ed. 2 enl. IT.Y. Putnam. 1901, 1.25
Ely, Richard Theodore.
Outlines of economics. N.Y. Macmillan. 1900, 1.25
Flint, Robert.
Socialism. Phil. Lippincott. 1896, 3.25
# George, Henry.
Science of political economy. ¥.Y. Doubleday.
1898, 2.50
Gilbart, J.W.
History, principles and practice of banking. 2v.
IT.Y. Macmillan. 1899, 3.00
Graham, William.
Socialism old and new. IT.Y. Appleton. 1891, 1.75
# Hadley, Arthur Twining.
Economics; an account of the relation betv/een
private property and public welfare. N.Y.
Putnam. 1899, 2.50
Laughlin, J. Shields.
Principles of money. IT.Y. Scribner. 1903, 2.25
# Lloyd, Henry Demarest.
A country without strikes; a visit to the com-
pulsory arbitration court of New Zealand.
IT.Y. Doubleday. 1900, 1.00
# Palgrave, Robert Harry Inglis, ed.
Dictionary of political econom;>^. 3v. IT.Y.
Macmillan. 1894-99, 19.50
Pantalconi, M.





Principles of economics; from the Dutch by
A.A.V/olzel. U.Y. Macmillan. 1903, | 3.25
Price, L.L.
Political economy in England from Adam Smith to
Arnold Toynbee. N.Y. Scribner. 1900, 1.00
Ricardo, David.
Principles of political economy and taxation.
If.Y. Macmillan. 1891, 1.50
# Scott, William Amasa.
Money and "banking; an introduction to the study
of modern currencies. I^T.Y. Holt. 1903, 2.00
Smith, Adam.
Wealth of nations; ed. "by J.E.T. Rogers . 2v.
Lond. Clarendon press. 1901, 5,00
# Taussig, Erank Williajii.
Wages and capital; an examination of the v/age
fund doctrine. ST.Y, Appleton. 1896, 1.50
# Wehh, Sidney, and Wehh, Beatrice Potter.
The history of trade unionism. N.Y. Longraans.
1902, 5.00
# White, Horace.
Money and "bankihg, illustrated "by American history.
Ed. 2 rev. Bost. Ginn. 1905, 1.50
Socialism
# Dewey, Davis Rich.
Einancial history of the United states. H.Y.
Longmans. 1903, 2.00
# Ely, Richard Theodore.
Erench and Gercian socialism in modern times.
l!T.Y. Harper. 1883, .75
# Socialism and social reform. N.Y, Crowell.
1894, 1.50
Marshall, Alfred.
Elements of economics of industry. Ed. 3. N.Y.
Macmillan. 1903, 1.00
# Rae , John.




# Willard, Josiah Flynt.
Traniping with tramps: studies and sketches of
vagabond life. N.Y. Century. 1899, | 1.50
Law and Constitutional History
# Holland, Thomas Erskine.
Elements of jurisprudence. Ed. 9. Lond,
Oxford univ. 1900, 2.50
# Taylor, Hannis.
Origin and growth of international public law.
Chic. Callaghan. 1901, 6.50
Administration
# J'olks , Homer.
Care of destitute, neglected, and delinquent
children. JT.Y. Macmillan. 1902, 1.00
Hancock, H.I.
Life at West Point, the making of the American
army officer; his studies, discipline, and
amusements. ]?.Y. Putnam. 1902, 1.40
# Henderson, Charles Richmond.
Introduction to the study of the dependent,
defective, a,nd delinq.uent classes and their
social treatment. Ed. 2 enl. Bost. Heath.
1901, 1.50
# Leupp, Francis Ellington.
How to prepare for a civil service examination,
with recent questions and answers, U.Y.
Hinds. 1899, 2.00
# Zueblin, Charles.
America,n municiple progress; chapters in muni-
ciple sociology. N.Y. Macmillan. 1902. 1.25
Education
# Bailey, Liberty Hyde.
The nature-study idea. IT.Y. Loubleday. 1903, 1.00
# Davidson, Thomas.
History of education. N.Y. Scribner. 1900, 1.00

13
# Hale, Edwerd. Everett.
How to do it. Bost. Little. 1871, | 1.00
# Henderson, Charles Hanford.
Education and the larger life. Bost. Houghton.
1902, 1.30
# James, William.
Talks to teachers on psychology. N.Y. Holt.
1899, ' 1.50
Cormnerce
# Abbot, Willis John.
American merchant ships and sailors. F.Y.
Dodd, 1902, 1.20
Bates, William V/.
America,n marine; shipping question in history
and politics. Bost. Houghton. 1893, 4.00
# Blackmore, Edv/ard.
British merchant marine. Lond. Giffin. 1897, 1.50
Chisholm, George G.
Handbook of commercial geography. Ed. 4. rev.
IT.Y, Longmans. 1903, 4.00
# Dixon, Frank Haigh.
State railroad control, with a history of its
development in Iowa. H.Y. Crowell
. 1896, 1.75
# Hadley, Arthur Twining.
Railroad transportation, its history and its laws.
H.Y. Putnam. 1903, 1.50
# Johnson, Emory Richard.
American railv/ay transportation. W.Y.
Appleton. 1903, 1.50
Marvin, Winthrop L.
American merchant marine from 1620 - 1902.
LT.Y. Scribner. 1902, 2,00
# Meyer, Balthasar Henry.
Railv/ay legislation in the United States. U.Y.
Macmillan. 1903, 1.25
Rabbeno, V.
American comrrjercia,! policy. IT.Y. Macmillan.
1895, 3.25
# Webster, Willisjn Clarence.
A general history of commerce. Eost. Ginn.
1903, 1.40

Customs and Polk Lore
14
# Bergen, Mrs. Fanny (Lickerson) , comp.
Current superstitions ;collected from the ora,l
traditions of English speaking folk. With
notes and an introduction "by W:Y/.l>Tev/ell
.
Bost. Houghton. 1896, $ 3.50
# Bulfinch, Thomas.
Age of chivalry; ed. hy EiE.Hale. Rev. ed.
Bost. Tiltson. 1884, 1.50
# Curt in, Jeremieli, comp.
Hero tales of Ireland. Bost. Little. 1894, 2.00
Earle, Mrs. Annie Morse.
Two centuries of costume in America, 1620 - 1820.
2v. IT.Y. Macmillan. 1903, 5.00
# Guerber, Helene A.
Legends of the Middle Ages narrated with specia,!
reference to literature a.nd art. IT.Y.
Amer. hk. co. 1896, 1.50
# Skinner, Charles Montgomery.
15yths and legends of our own land.
# Ivlyths and legends of our new possessions.
# Ivlyths and legends beyond our borders. 4v.









Scien e of language. 2y. IT.Y, Scribner.
Sweet, Henry.
History of language. >T.Y, Macmillan. 1900, .40
Taylor, Isaac.
The alpha^bet; origin and development of letters. 2v,
1J,Y. Scribner. 1883, 5.00
English Language
Abbott, E.A.
How to parse. Bost. Little Brown. 1892, 1.00
Bartlett, John Russell.
Dictionary of Americanisms. Bost. Little
BrovTn. 1889, 4.00
Bigelow, Marshall Train. Bost. Lee. 1893, ,50
Corson, Hirairu
Primer of English verse. Bost. Ginn. 1892, 1.00
Dole , Nathaniel Haskell
.
Mistakes we make. IT.Y. Crowell. 1898, .50
Eernald, James Champlin.
English synonyms and antonyms. l^.Y. Funk.
1896, 1.50
Fitzgerald, Joseph.
Word and phrase; true and false use in English,
Chic. McClurg. 1901, 1.25
Gfeenough, J.B. and Kittredge, G:L.
Words and their ways in English speech, N,Y.
Macmillan. 1901, 1.10
Lanier, Sidney.
Science of English verse. IT.Y. Scribner.
1891, 2,00
Marsh, G:P.
Origin and historj.'' of the English language.




10000 words often mispronounced; a complete
hand-book of difficulties in English pronunciation.
IT.Y. Putnam. 1903, | 1.00
Roget, P:M.
Thesaurus of English words and phrases. Phil.
Lippincott. 1879, 1.50






Dictionary of English and German languages.
Ed.6. Brunswick. V/estermann, 5,20
Gasc, Ferdinand.
Dictionary of the French and English languages.
Student's ed. 11, Y. Holt. 1876, 1.50
Rohy, H:J.
Grammar of the Latin language. 2v. IT.Y.
Macraillan. 1887-89, 4.60
Smith, Leon and Hamilton, H.
International English and French dictionary.
2v. Par. Pourant. 1891, 6.50
V/hitney, ¥: Dwight.
Compendius German and English dictionary. N.Y.
Holt. 1887, 1.50
Compendius German grammar. IJ.Y, Holt. 1888, 1.30
----- Practical French grammar. IT.Y, Holt. 1887, 1.30
Velaquez de la Cadena, Mariano.
Hew pronouncing dictionary of the Spanish and





# Gri'bson, William Hamilton.
Sharp eyes: a rambler's calendar of fifty-tv/o
weeks among insects, birds and flowers. U.Y,
Harper. 1892, I 2.50
# Williams, Henry Smith.
The story of nineteenth century science. iT.Y.
Harper. 1900, 2.50
Mathematics
# Beman, Wooster Woodruff.
Elements of algebra. Bost. Ginn. 1900, 1,22
# Gibson, George Alexander.
An elementary treatise cn the calculus, with
illustrations from gecm.etry, mechanics,
and physics. N.Y, Macmillan. 1901, 1.90
# Murra.y, Daniel Alexander.
Plane trigonometry; with tables. F.Y. Longmans.
1900, 1.25
Astronomy
# Ball, Sir Robert stawell.
Time and tide; a rom,ance of the moon. Ed. 4 rev.
F.y. Young. 1899, 1.00
# Gierke, A.M. and Gore, J.E.
Astronomy. U.Y. Apple ton. 1898, 2.00
# Gierke, Agnes lilary.
A popular history of astronomy during the nineteenth
century. Ed. 4 rey. N.Y. MacEiillan.
1902, 4,00
Johnson, John Sutler.
Theory s.nd practice of surveying. Ed. 16. H.Y,
Wiley. 1897, 4.00
# Lockyer, Sir J.N. and Seabroke, G.M.






A text "book of the principles of physics. Ed. 3.
JT.y. Macmillan. 1895, $ 4.00
# Mayer, Alfred Marshall,
Sound. N.y. Appleton. 1902, 1.00
# Stewart, Balfour.
The conservation of energy. U.Y, Appleton.
1900, 1.50
# Tait, Peter Guthrie.
Heat. ¥.Y. MacLaillan. 1884, 2.00
^-
— Light; an elementary treatise. IT.Y. Macmillan.
1884, 2.00
# Thompson, Silvanus Phillips.
Light visiTjle and invisible. F.Y, Macmillan,
1897, 1,50
# Zahm, John Augustine.
Sound and music. Chicago. McClurg. 1892, 2.00
Electricity and Magnetism
# Houston, EdviTin Jajnes.
A dictionary of electrical words, terms and phrases.
Ed. 4. N.Y. Johnston. 1898, 2.50
# Mendenhall, D.C.
A century of electricity. Bost. Houghton.
1890, 1.25
# Trowhridge, John.
What is electricity? IJ.Y, Appleton. 1896, 1.00
Chemistry
# Muir, Matthew Moncrieff Pattison.
The story of alchemy and the beginnings of chemistry.




# Le Conte, Joseph.
Elements of geology... Ed. 5. N.Y.
Apple ton. 1903, | 4.00
Biology
# Darwin, Charles.
Variation in animals and plants under domestica-
tion. Ed. 2. 2v. H.Y. Appleton. 1876, 5.00
Gibson, Williain Hamilton.
My studio neighbors. N.Y. Harper. 1898, 2.50
# Hornaday, William Temple.
Taxidermy and zoological collecting... Ed, 8.
N.Y. Scribner. 1902, 2.50
# Huxley, Thomas Henry.
Discourses, biological and geological. N.Y.
Appleton. 1897, 1.25
^ Man's place in nature, and other anthropological
essays. IT.Y. Appleton. 1902, 1.25
# Le Conte, Joseph.
Evolution and its relation to religious thought.
N.Y. Appleton. 1888, 1.50
# Osborn, Henry Eairfield.
Erom the Greeks to Darv/in: an outline of the
evolution idea. !T.Y. Macmillan. 1894, 2.00
# Parker, Thomas Jeffery.
Lessons in elementary biology. IT.Y. Macmillan.
1900, 2.60
# Quatrefages , de Breau, Armand de.
The human species. Ed. 2. H.Y. Appleton.
1881, 2.00
# Romanes, George John.
Darwin and after Darv/in. 3v. Chic. Open court,





Essays upon heredity and kindred biological
problems. Ed, by E :B,Pcul tney , S. Schonland,
and A. E, Shipley. Ed, 2. 2v. IT.Y,




The gem plasrn, a theory of heredity. Trans, by
Parker, Luten, and Roennfeldt. W.Y.
Botany
I 2.50
# Arthur, Joseph Charles and Macdonald, Daniel Tremhly.
Living plants and their properties; a collection
of essays. N.Y. Wilson. 1898, 1.25
Dana, Mrs. W.S.
Kow to know the wild flowers. IT.Y. Scribner.
1900, 2.00
Hartig, R.
Text-hook of the diseases of trees; tr by W.
Somerville. IT.Y. Macmillan. 1894, 3.25
Keeler, Harriet L.
Our native trees and how to identify them.
H.Y. Scribner. 1900, 2.00
Mathe?x's , Ferdinand Schuyler.
Field book of .American v/ild flowers; being a short
description of their character and habits,
a concise definition of their colors, etc?
¥.Y. Putnara. 1902, 1.75
Muir, John.
Our national parks. Bost. Houghton. 1901, 1.75
# Sachs, Julius von.
History of botany; tr. by Garnsy. Oxford.




A text-book of botany ; tr. by H.C. Porter. 2v.
N.Y. Macmillan. 1900, 4.50
# Y/right, Mrs. Mabel Osgood.




Foundations of zoology. !T.Y. Macmillan.
1899, 2.50
Chapman, F.M..




DouMeday, Mrs. ]\Tellie Blancha.n De Graff.
Bird neighbors. F.Y. DouMeday. 1897, | 2.00
— Birds that hunt and are hunted. N.Y. Doubleday.
1898, 2.00
Forbes, H.O.
Wanderings of a naturalist in the Eastern Archipelago.
LT.Y. Harper. 1885, 5.00
Gibson, V/illiam Hamilton.
Blossom hosts and insect guests. IT.Y. Hewson.
1901, .80
Holland, ¥/.J.
The moth bock; a popular guide to a knov/ledge
of the moths of North America. IT.Y.
Doubleday. 1903, 4.00
Howard, L.O.
Insect book. N.Y. Doubleday. 1901, 3.00
Mosquitoes. If.Y. McClure. 1901, 1.50
Hudson, ¥illis.m Henry.
Idle days in Patagonia. N.Y. Appleton. 1893, 4,00
Huxley, Thomas Henry.
The crayfish. l.Y. Appleton. 1880, 1.75
Jordan, David Starr,
Manual of vertebrates. Ed. 8. Chic. McClurg.
1 1899, 2.50
Long, William J.
Wilderness ways. Bost. Ginn. 1900, .50
Morgan, C.Lloyd.
Animal behavior. U.Y. Lcngijians. 1900, 3.50
Newman , Ge o rge
.
Bacteria, especially as they are related to the
economy of nature, to industrial processes
and to the public health. N.Y. Putnam.
1899, 2.00
Weed, C.N.





American mechanical dictionary. 3y. Best.
Houghton. 1882, |24.00
# llew mechanical dictionary. Best. Houghton.
" 1884, 2.50
# Koffett, Cleveland.
Careers of danger and daring. JT.Y. Century.
1901, 1.80
Triggs , Oscar L.
Chapters in the history of the arts and crafts
movement. Chic. Bohemia guild. 1902, 3.00
I
Wright, Carroll Davidson.
Industrial evolution of the United States.
N.Y. Scrihner. 1887, 1.25
Medicine
Ahhott, A.C.
Hygiene of transmissahle diseases. Ed. 2 enl.
Phil. Saunders. 1901, 2.50
Donaldson, H: Herbert.
Growth of the brain; a study of the nervous
systerr: in relation to education. IT.Y.
Scribner. 1897, 1.50
Doty, Alvah Hunt.
A manual of instruction in the principles of
prompt aid to the injured. Ed. 2 rev.
IT.Y. Appleton. 1898, 1.50
Foster, Sir Michael.
A text-book of physiology. N.Y. Macmillan.
1896, 4.50
Pyle, Y/alter Lytle.
A manual of personal hygiene. Phil. Saunders.
1900, 1.50
Sedgwick, ¥.T.
Principles of sanitary science and the public
health. :T.Y. Macmillan. 1902, 3.00
Shaw, Clara S. Weeks-
A text-book of nursing, for training schools,
families and private students. Ed. 2 rev.




Infection and immunity with special reference
to the prevention of infectious diseases.
N.Y. Putnam. 1902, | 1.75
Tanner, T.E.




# Treatise on masonry construction. Ed. 9.
^F.Y. Y/iley. 1901, 5.00
^ Treatise on roads and pavements. 11, Y, Wiley.
1903, 5.00
rf Baker, Moses Nelson.
Municipal engineering and sanitation. IT.Y.
Macmillan. 1902, 1.25
Boiler, Alfred P.
Iron highway bridges. 11. Y, Wiley. 1881, 2.00
Porney, Matthias STace.
Catechism of the locomotive. Ed. 2 rev. IT.Y.
Railroad gazette. 1890, 3.50
Hazen, Kenry Allen.
Piltration of public water supplies. Ed. 3.
11, Y, V/iley. 1900, 3.00
vv- Kerrick, Albert Bledsoe.
Practical electric railviray handbook. IT.Y.
Street R.R. pub. oo. 1901, 3.00
# Houston, E: James, and Kennelly, A.E.
Electric arc lighting. Ed. 2. l^.Y, Electrical
v/orld. 1902, 1.00
# Reagan, Harry Clifton.
Locomotives; simple, compound and electric. IT.Y.
Y/iley. 1902, 2.50
-# Rosenberg, E.
Electrical engineering; tr. by W.W.Haldane and
Carl Kiinzbrunner. 11, Y, Wiley. 1903, 1.50
# Shaler, Nathaniel Southgate.
I
American highways; a popular account of their
i
conditions and of the means by which they
may be bettered. 11. Y, Century. 1896, 1.50

24
=ir Thomas, ?. : Fraiiklin, and Watt, D.A,
The improvement of rivers. iT.Y. Y/iley. 1903, $ 6.00
# Till son, G:V/:
Street pavements and paving materials. N.Y.
Wiley. 1900, 4.00
Tratman, E:E.R.
Railv/ay track and track work. Ed. 2. F.Y.
Eng. news. 1901, 3.00
Trautwine, John C,
Civil engineer's pocket hook. Ed. 18. K.Y.
Wiley. 1902, 5.00
Turneaure, Erederick Eugene, and Russell, H.S,
Puhlic water supplies. 11.Y. Y/iley. 1901, 5.00
# Wellington, Arthur Mellon.
Economic theory of location of railv/ays. N.Y.
Wilev. 1887 5 .00
As'i^icuT tu'TG and. "DoTne s t xc "Klc oxxowv
# Conn, Herbert W:




Downing, Andrew Jackson, and Charles.
Fruit and fruit-trees of America. IT.Y. Wiley.
1900, 5.00
#. Griffith, J: Price.
The care of the bahy. Ed. 3 rev. Phil.
Saunders. 1903, 1.50
Hartig, R.





Practical cooking and serving; a complete manual of
how to select, prepare and serve food.
I^.Y. Doubleday. 2,00
# Lamed, Ivlrs. Linda (Hull)
The Hostess of to)day. N.Y. Scribner. 1899, 1.50
# Lincoln, Mary Johnson (Bailey)
Mrs. Lincoln's Boston cook book. Bost.




A guide to the trees. IT.Y. Stokes. 1900, | 2.50
# Liyrick, Herbert.
The American sugar industry. Springfield, Mass.
Judd. 1899, 1.50
The book of corn; a complete treatise upon maize
in America and elsewhere. IT.Y. Judd.
1903, 1.50
# Parlca, Maria.
Home economics; a guide to household management.
iT.Y. Century. 1898, 1.50
Schwarz, G:]?.
Porest trees and forest scenery. IT.Y. Grafton
press. 1901, 1.50
Weed, Clarence M.
Insects and insecticides. Hanover, IT.H.
Judd. 1891, 1.50
¥/ing, H: Hiram.
Milk and its products. IT.Y. Macmillan. 1897, 1.00
Communication and Commerce
Burier, E: Treveret,
The A B C of wireless telegraphy; a plain treatise
in Hertzian wave signalling. Lynn. Mass.
1902, 2.00
De Vinne , Theodore L.
The practice of typography; a treatise on title
p pages. IT.Y. Century. 1902, 2.00
# Lodge, Sir Oliver Joseph.
Signalling across space without wires. Ed. 3.
Lond. Electritjan. 1900, 2.00
# Maver, William, jr.
American telegraphy and encyclopaedia of the
telegraph; systems, apparatus and operations.
Ed. 5. H.Y. Maver. 1903, 3.50
# Miller, Kemster E.
American telephone practice. Ed. 3 rev. IT.Y.
Amer. electritjan. 1900, 3,00
# Palmer, Orson Ray.
Type-v/riling and business correspondence; a






Modern book illustration. N.Y. Macmillan.
1895
,
$ o . 50
# Putnam, G: Haven.
Authors and their publishers. IT.Y. Putnam.
1900 1.50
Smith, Adele I'lillicent.
Printing and writing materials; their evolution.
Phil. Smith, A.i'L. 1901.
J
1 . 50
Proof-reading and punctuation. Ed. 2.
Overbrook, Pa. Smith, A.M. 190^, • 90
Webster, V/:C.




Manufactures, Trade and Building
Butler, P.O.







Bookbinding and the care of books. LT.Y.
Appleton. 1902, 1 .20
# Hasluck, Paul Nooncree , ed.
Tailoring; how to make and mend trousers, vests





Modern carpentry. Chic. Drake. 1902, 1.00
# Morse, Mrs. T..Vernette.
Basket making. Chic. Art craft. 1902, .25





Furnace heating. InT.Y, Y/illiams. 1900, 1.50
# White, Marj'.
How to make baskets. IT.Y. Doubleday. 1901, 1.00
Wilkinson, F.
;






The painter's guide book. N.Y. Williams.
1902, $ 1.50
Young, Francis Chilton.
Home carpentry for handy men. Lend. Ward.
1895, .40
# Young, Thomas M.
The American cotton industry; a study of work





Art crafts for amateurs. N.Y. Lane.
1901, $ 2.00
The training of a craftsman. H.Y. Lane. 1898, 2.00
Morris, Williajn.
Art and its producers and arts and crafts of to-
day. IT.Y. Longmans, 1900. 1.00
Architecture
Hamlin, A.D.F.
Text-lDOok of the history of architecture. N.Y.
Longmans. 1896, 2.00
Price, ¥:L.
Home building and furnishing. 1\F.Y. Doubleday.
1903, 1.00
Sturgiss, Russell, ed.
Dictionary of architecture and building. 3v.
ISi.Y. Macraillan. 1901-03, 18.00
How to judge architecture; a popular guide to the




Manual of wood carving. Phila. Baird. -- 2.50
Marquand, Allan, and Frothingham, Arthur L.
Text-book of the history of sculpture. !T.Y,
Longmans. 1896, 1.50
Radcliffe, Alida G-raveraet.






Alpnaoets, ola and new. ScrlDner. li^O*;, q}) 1 . 00
Jackson, F.G.
Lessons on decorative design. N.Y. ScrilDner.
1892, 2, 00
Lefebure, Ernest.
EmlDroidery and lace. IT.Y. Putnam. 1899, «d .20
1/iaginnis
, CD.




Mechanical drawing for evening schools and self
instruction. rosu. rrang. 1 OK1 . do
Townsend, W.G.P. and others.




Central Italian painters of the Renaissance.
.1 , Putnam. 1897, 1.00
Florentine painters of the Renaissance. Ed. 2 rev.
i\i
. X , Putnain. 1900,
I
1 .00







Cyclopa.edia of painters and painting. 4v.
IT.Y. ScriDner, 1892, 20.00
Hulme , F : E
:
Symholisrn. in Christian art. N.Y, Macmillan.
1 .25
Jameson, Mrs. Anna Brownell
.
Legends of the madonna as represented in the
fine arts. N.Y. Longmans. 1886, 4, 00
" Parkhurst
, D.B.




Sook of the china painter. South Hadley, Mass.
Marks. 1896, | 3.00
Robinson, W.S.
Prang's progressive studies in water color
painting. Bost. Prang. — 4.00
Van Dyke , J : C
:
The meaning of pictures. N.Y. Scrihner. 1903, 1.25
Woltmann, Alfred, a.nd Wcermann, Karl.
History of painting. 2v. F.Y, Dodd. 1S88, 7.50
Photography
Black, Alexander.
Photography indoors and out. Bost. Houghton.
1897, .75
Hasluck, P.N.
Photography. Phil. McKay. 1905, .50
Raymer, Pelix.
Photo lighting. St .Louis. Hyatt. 1902, 2.50
Taylor, Charles Maus.




Instrumentation and orchestration. Lond.
Moullo. n.d. 2.50
Broadhouse , John.
How to make a violin. IST.Y. Scribner. -- 1.50
Chap in, Anna A.
Masters of music; their lives and works. U.Y.
Dodd. 1901, 1.50
Christis.ni, Adolph P.
Principles of expression in piano forte playing.
H.Y. Harpers. 1886, 3.00
Els on, A.





Theory of music. Bost. Hev/ Eng. conservatory
01 music. xoyU, •fen^ . 1 . OU
Elterlein, Ernst von.
Beethoven's symphonies in their ideal significance.
jM.j. scr loner. .N.r). 1 . ou
rillmore, John Comfort.
History of pianoforte music. Phil. Presser.
1 . 00
Finck, H:T.
oongs ana. song wrioeis. in.j.. bcrioner. lyuu, 1 . <oO
Grove, Sir George.
Dictionary'' of music and musicians. 5v. F.Y.
Macmil 1 an . 1879-90.
Guerher, Helene A.




The violin; its famous makers and their imitators.
Lend. Dulau. loo/, .00
Haweis, K.R.
Music and morals. E'.Y. Harper. n.d. 1 . /O
Henderson, W: Janies.
Preludes and studies. K.Y. Longmans. 1898, 1 . 00
Jadassohn, S.
Manual of counterpoint. IT.Y. Schirmer. 1902, 1 . 75
Johnson, Helen Kendrick.





Organ and its masters. Bost, Page. 1905, 1 , uO
Larignac, A.
Music and musicians. j>T.y, Holt. I90o, 1 . I'D
Mackenzie, Monell.














Sta,ndard contatas. Chic. McClurg. 1888, | 1.50
Standard operas. Chic. McClurg. 1888, 1.50
Standard oratorios. Chic. McClurg. 1888, 1.50
Standard symphonies. Chic. McClurg. 1889, 1.50
Amusements
Bellamy, William.
A second century of charades. Bost. Eoughton.
1896, 1.00
FyleSj Franklin.
The theatre and its people. 11.Y, Douhledaj'-.
1900, 1.25
Hoyle, Edmund.
Hoyle's games modernized. IST.Y. Routledge. .80
Lewis, Angelow J.
Modern magic. Ed. 2. N.Y. Routledge. 1.50
Roosevelt, Theodore, and Grinnell , G.B. ed.
Hunting in many lands. iT.Y. Eorest and stream.
1695, 2.50
Strang, L.C.
Players and plays of the last quarter century.
2ir. Bost. Page. 1902, 2.40
?yhigham , II . J
.
How to play golf. Chic. Stone. 1898, 1.50
Y.Oiite, Mary.







Poets of the younger generation. IT.Y. Lane.
1901
,
ijy D . UU
Bates, Arlo,





Dictionary of phrase and fahle. New ed. rev.
jN.x. Oassell. ibyo, o . 00
Frey, Alexander Romer.




Hoyt , Jehiel Keeler.
Cyclopaedia of practical quotations. Ne?/ ed. rev.
iM.i. Funk. 1895, D . 00
Knowles, F: L. ed.
CzOlden treasury of songs and lyrics. Bost.





Plamil t on Wr ight
.











Moult on, C: ¥:
Library of literary criticism of English and
American authors. 8v. Buffalo. Iloulton
puD. CO. iyui-U4, ^. i~o,
Palgrave, Sir Francis Turner.
Golden treasury of the best songs and lyrical
poems in the English language. N.Y.
H tr^ ^ wi 4TT*>t.-w^ TOOTMacmillan. lo91
,
1 . 00
Peck, Harry Thurston, ed.
Harper's dictionary of classical literature and




Fact, fancy and fable. Chic. McClurg. 1892,
Riddle, George, Ed.





"Wheeler, ¥:Adolphus, and C:G.
Familiar allusions. 3ost. Houghton. 1882, | 2.00
American literature
Bates, Arlo.
Talks on the study of literature. Bost.
Houghton. 1897, 1.50
Bates, Katharine Lee.
American literature. N.Y. Macmillan. 1898, 1.50
Masterpieces of American literature. Bost. Houghton.
1892, 1.00
Matthews, Brander.
Introduction to American literature. 11. Y.
Amer. l^k. co. 1896, 1.00
American Poetry and Drama
Came ron , Mr s . Margare t
.
Comedies in miniature. JT.Y. McClure. 1903, 1.30
Harte, Bret.
Works. 14v. Bost. Houghton. 1896, 17.50
Lanier, Sidney.
Poems; ed. by his wife; memoir "by W.H.¥/ard.
II. Y. Scribner. 1900, 2.00
Riley, James "White omb.
After-whiles. Indianapolis. Bowen. 1899, 1.25
Steadma^n, Edmund Clarence.
American anthology. 1787-1899. Best. Houghton.
190 0, 3.00
Poets of America. Bost. Houghton. 1885, 2.25
American Essays and Oratory
Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
PonJcapog papers. Bost. Houghton. 1903, 1.00
Burroughs, John.
Literary values and other papers. Bost.
Houghton. 1902, 1.10
Howell s, William Dean.




Literary friends and acquaintances. 11, Y.
Harper. 1901, $ 2.50
Horris, Frani'w.
The responsibilities of the novelist and other
literary essays. IT.Y. Dcuhleday. 1903, 1.25
Thoreau, K;D:
Works. Riverside ed. llv. Bost. Houghton. 16.50
American Satire and Humor
Twain, Mark, pseud.
Life on the Mississippi. IT.Y. Hari)er. 1891, 1.75
Van Dyke, K: Jackson.
Little rivers. N.Y. Scribner. 1902, 1.50
Nature for its ov/n sake. IT.Y. Scribner, 1898, 1.50
Y/arne r , C : Dudl ey
.
Being a boy. Bost. Houghton. 1899, 1.25
---- Pashions in literature and other literary and




English literature to the Uomian conquest.
Bost. Macmillan. 1898, 1.50
- = History of earlj'- English literature. K.Y.
Macmillan. 1892, 2.50
Chamber's cyclopaedia of English literature. Kev. ed.
3v. Phil. Lippincott. 1902-04, 15.00
Garnett, R: and Gosse, E.Y/.
History of English literature. 4v. If.Y.
Macmillan. 1902- 04, 24.00
Gosse, E.W.
History of English literature in the iBth century.
w.Y. Macmillan. 1889, 1.00
Jussers-nd, Jean Adrian Antoine Jules.
Literary history of the English people.




Introduction to English literature. U.Y. Holt.
1894, i } 1.25
Phillips, Maude Gillette.
Popular manual of English literature. 2y. K.Y.
Amer. Ijk. co. 1885, 4,00
Saintsbury, G:S:E.
A short history of English literature. iT.Y.
JLlacmillan. 1898, 1 . 50




History of 19 th century literature. 1780-1895.
IT.Y. Macmillan. 1896, 1 . 50
Periods of European literature; Earlier Renaissance.




History of English literature; tr. from the French
oy H.Van Laun. h,Y, Holt. 1891, 5.00
Ten Brink, Bernhard Egedius Conrad.
History of early English literature; tr. by
Kennedy and Miss Schmidt. 3v. ¥,.Y,
Holt. 1883-96, 6.00
¥elsh, Alfred H.
Development of English literature and language.














Poetical works. IJ.Y. Burt. 1900, 1.00
Stedman, Edmund Clarence.




Works. Few lilDrary ed. 6v. IT.Y. Macraillan.
1903, ^ y , 00
Van Dyke, Henry.
Poetry of Tennyson. Ed. 2 rev. IT.Y. Scriloner.
1891, 2.00
Ward, Thomas Humphrey, ed.
English poets. Li'brary ed. 4V. E".Y.
Macmillan. 1891-92, . 00
Herford, Charles Harold.
The age of Wordsworth. H.Y. Macmillan. 1899, .90
English Drama
Bartlett, John.





Brande s , C-e orge
.
William Shakespeare; critical study, N.Y.
li/Iacmillan. 1899, 2.60
Manly, J:Matthev/s, ed.
Specimens of the pre -Shakespearian drama. 3v.
Bost. 1897, v.1-2, 2.50
English Essays
Besant, Sir Walter, and Jajnes, H:
The art of fiction. Bost.De De Wolf. 1902, .75
Brownell, Wrcary.
Victorian prose masters. IT.Y. Scri"bner. 1901, 1.50
German Literature
Boyesen, HJalmar HJorth.
Essays on German literature. IT.Y. Scribner.
1892, 1.50
Coar, J:?.
Studies in German literature in the 19 th century.
IT.Y. Macmillan. 1903, 2,00
Horton, Alice, tr.





History of the literature of the Scandinavian
Forth. Lond. Scott. 1884, 1 3. 00
French Literature
Dowden, Edward.
History of French literature. IT.Y. Appleton.




Drainatic works; tr. by C:H.V/all. 2v. N.Y.
jjAacfliiiian. looy-;^!. r\/~\UU
Racine, Jean.
Dramatic works; a metrical English version "by
R.3,Bosv/ell . 2v. IT.Y. Macmillan.
1890, 2. 00
Spanish and Italian Literature
Garnet, Richard.
History of Italian literature. H.Y. Appleton.
loyo, 1 . 00
Kov/ells, Y/illiam Lean.
Moaern itaiian poets. JNi.i, Harper. loo/, 00
Ticknor, George.




Companion to school classics. Ed. 3. IT.Y.
Macmillan. 1893, 1. 75
Greek Literature
Haigh, Arthur Elatn.




Je^blD, Sir Richard Claverhouse
.
Introduction to Komer. Bost. Ginn. 1890, | 1,12
Mahaffy, John Pentland.
Old Greek life. IT.Y. Amer. l^k. co. 1879, .35
Minor Literature
Omar Khayyam.
Rubaiyat. LT.Y. Surt. 1901, 1.00

' 40
Annual register; a record of puMic events. IT.Y.
L ongiiian s . 1903, 1 6.00
Brewer, E.G.
Historic note-lDOOk. Phil. Lippincott. 1892, 3.50
Duruy, J.V:
General history of the world; rev. and enl. by
E.A.Grosvencr. 2v. >T.Y. Crowell . 1901 ^ 4.00
Preeman, E: Augustus.
General sketch of history. IT.Y. Holt. 1876, 1.10
Historical essays. 4v. IT.Y. Macmillan.
1872-92. 12.50
Harper's book of facts. ?T.Y. Harper. 1895, 6.00
Haydn, Joseph.
Dictionary of dates. Ed. 22. IT.Y. Putnam.
1898 5.00
Heilprin, Louis.
E:istorical reference book. Ed. 5. N.Y.
Appleton. 1892, 2.00
Knox, T:W.
Decisive battles since ¥/aterloo. IT.Y. Putnam.
1888, 2.50
Larned, J.N.










Du Chaillu, Paul Belloni.
Viking age. 2v. IT.Y. Scribner. 1889, 7.50
Jackson, Mrs. Helen Hunt.
Glimpses of three coasts. Little Brown. 1892, 1.50

Mahai fy , John Pen11and
.
Greek life and thought. H.Y. Maomillan. 1887, | r5.50
Potter, H: G. bp.
The East of to-day and to-niorrov;. ]>[.Y.
Century. 1902, 1.00
Schrieber, Theodore.
Atlas of classical antiquities; ed, "by W.G.F.
Anderson. IT.Y, Macmillan. 1895, 6.50
Singleton, Esther, ed.
Romantic castles and palaces as seen and described
by famous writers. U.Y. Dodd. 1901, 1.60
Travel in Europe
Q-uildj Curtis.
Abroad again. Bost. Lee. 1890, 2.50'
Heine, Heinrich.






Portraits of places. Eost. Houghton. 1885, 1.50!
"Warner, Charles Dudley.
Roundabout journey. Bost. Houghton. 1892, 1.50
Travel in Great Britain
Besant, Sir Y/alter and Milton, G.E.




Scott country. 1-T.Y. Macmillan. 1902, 2.00
Davis, Richard Harding.
Our English cousins. IT.Y. Harper. 1894, 1.25
Hare, A.J.C.
Y/alks in London. Ed. 7. 2v. H.Y.
Kacmil 1 an . 1 9 01 , 3.00
Hunne vve11, J . ?
.




Literary landmarks of London. 11. Y. Harper.
1892, 1 1.75
Johnson, Clifton.
The Isle of the Shamrock. N.Y. Macmillan.
1901, 2.00
Mclan, R.R. and Logan, J.
Hilanders at home; or, Gaelic gatherings. N.Y.
Stokes. 1900, 2.50
Winter, William.
Gray days and gold in England and Scotland.
¥.,Y . Macmillan . 1892
,
2 . 50
Travel in Gemany and Austria
Baker, Ray S.
Seen in Germany. N.Y. McClure. 1901, 2.00
Dawson, William Harhutt.
German life in town and country. N.Y. Putnam..
1901, 1.20
Norton, M.B.
In and around Berlin. Chic. McClurg. 1990, 1 . 00
Travel in France
Johnson, Clifton.
Along French "byways. N.Y. Macm-illan. 1901, 2.25
Lynch , Hannah
.











- Spanish life in town and country. N.Y. Putnam.
1902, 1.20
Hooker, Katharine.




Literary landmarks of Florence. ST.Y. Harper.
1897, $ 1.00
Literary landmarks of Rome. H.Y. Harper.
1896, 1.00
Literary landmarks of Venice. N.Y. Harper.
1897 , 1.00
King, Bolton, and Okey, Thomas.
Italy to-day. In.Y. Scribner. 1901, 3.00
Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
Gondola days. Bost. Houghton. — 1.50 i
Travel in Spain
Bates, Katherine Lee.
Spanish highways and "byways. K.Y. Macmillan.
I;
1900, 2.25
Higgin, L. and Street, Eugene E.
Spanish life in town and country, with chapters
on Portuguese life. H.Y. Putnam. 1902, 1.20
'
Wood, Charles W.
Glories of Spain. IT.Y. Macmillan. 1901, 3.50 ;
Travel in Russia
Brandes, G: Morris Cohan.
,^
Poland; a study of the land, people and literature. '
iNl.Y. Macmillan. 1903, 3.00
'
Hapgood, Isabel F.
Russian ramhles. Bost. Houghton. 1895, 1.50
Palmer, Francis H.E.
Russian life in town and country. 11, Y, Putnam.
1901, 1.20
Travel in Scandinavia and minor countries of Europe
i
Curtis, William Eleroy.
The Turk and his lost provinces; Greece, Bulgaria,
Servia, Bosnia. Chic. Revell. 1903, 2.00
Hough, P.M.
Dutch life in town and country. N.Y. Putnam.
1901, 1.20

. J, II44 "
story, Alfred T.
Swiss life in town and country. IT.Y. Putnam.
1902, 20
Travel in Asia
Carey, William of Dacca, Bengal.
Adventures in Tibet, including the diary of Miss
Annie R.Taylor's remarkable journey through
the heart of the "Forbidden land." Eost.
United Soc. of C.E. 1902, 1
.
50
Travel in China and Japan
Douglas, Robert Kennaway.
China. IT.Y. Putnam. 1887, 1.
j
50
Leroy-Beaul ieu , Pierre.
Awakening of the East. N.Y. McClure . 1900, 1. 50
Nichols, Francis H.
Through hidden Shensi. IT.Y, Scribner, 1902, 3. 50
Travels in India and Persia
Hopkins, Edward W.
India old and new. E".Y. Scribner. 1901, 2. 50]
Landor, A.H, Savage
-
Across coveted lands. (Persia and Baluchistan.)
2v. IT.Y. Scribner. 1903, 7. 50
Lilly, W:S:
India and its problems. IT.Y. Dutton. 1902, 3.00
Travel in Siberia
Clark, Erancis Edward.
A new v/ay around an old world. InF.Y. Harper.
1901, 1. 50
Gerrare, Wirt.





The Sherbro and its hinterland. N.Y. MacmilJ an
1 6.00
meakin, B,
The Moors; a comprehensive description.
5.00
Travel in North America
Chase, Eliza 3.





Life in Canada.- Toronto. Briggs. 1903, 1.50
Martin, Mrs. Annie.
Home life on an ostrich farm. 11. Y. Apple ton1992, pj- -c . 1.25
Parker, Giroert, and Bryan, Claude G.
Old Quebec, the fortress of New Prance. 2v.
IT.Y. macraillan. 1902, 4.00
Travels in Mexico and the West Indes
Lummis, Charles PI etcher.
Awakening of a nation; Mexico of to-day. tt y
Harper. 1899, 2.50
ISOiitmarsh, Hubert Phelps.
The world's rough hand; toil and adventure at
iixiLxpoaes
. i\l,x. Century. 1899, 1.25
Travel in United States
Aldrich, T.3.
Old town by the sea. Bost. Houghton. 1894, 1.00
Austin, Mrs. Mary (Hunter).
Land of little rain. Bost. Houghton. 1903, 2.00
Brooks, IToah.
Pirst across the continent; Lewis and Clarke in
1803 - 4 - 5. IT.Y. Scribner. 1901, 1.50
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Earle, Mrs. Alice Morse.
CustOTTis and fashions in old Uew England. H.Y.
Scribner. 1896, |, 1.25
Fox, John ^:
^lue-crass and rhododendrons; out-doors in old
Kentucky. IT.Y. Scribner. 1901, 1.75
Johnson, Clifton.
TTew T^lncl artf^ and it<^ n^* "5 fViboys "M.Y. T'/t^a cmin an
1902, 2.00
Merrick, Caroline Elizabeth.
Old times in Dixie land* a F^outhern matron's
memories. IT.Y. Grafton. 1901 1.50
Muensterberg, Hugo.
ATneylcan ti*aits Tvom the tioint of view of a
German. Bost. Eoughton. 1901, 1.60
Muirhead, J.F.
AineTica the lan(i of c ont leasts T^ld 3 TT.V
Lane. 1902, 1.20
Powell, Lyman P. ed.
Historic tov/ns of the Southern states "NT.Y
Putnam. 1900, 3.00
Shelton, Jane de Forest.
•Salt~box house' 18 th centurv life in a TTew THnp'landfm-/ t^iak W w N^^^ XX w •hi' W • mim WX X XX W VA X V J*X -X. XX WW X^ XviX X c^x x^x
hill tovm. Bost. Baker. 1901, 1.50
Stevenson. Robert Louis
Across the plains. F.Y. Scribner. 1892, 1.25
Swift, L.
Literarv landmarks of Boston Bost TTou^htonJL^ ^ W X ^ U«XXVVXXA\>wX Xk. ^ w X X/ W t-J V wXX • X.^ V W W # XX w VA^jXX V vXX •
1903, .35
Trollope, Mrs. Frances E. (Milton).
"Domestic nianneTs of tVip Ameyipan*? ?v "KT V
Dodd. 1901, 2.00
V/illets, Gilson, ed.
Workers of the nation; an encyclopaedia of the
occupations of the American people. 2v, IT.Y.
Collier. 1903, 4.00
1
Travel in South America
Carpenter, Frank George.
South America; social, industrial and political.




Markwick, W:?isher, and Smith, V/: Alexander.
The South American republics. IT.Y. Silver.
1901, I .60
Prichard, H.H.
Through the heart of Patagonia. N.Y. Apple ton.
1902, 5.50
Travel in Oceanica and the Polar Regions
Bancroft, Hubert Hov/e.
The new Pacific. San Prancisco. Bancroft.
1899, 2.50
Grey, J.Grattan.








History, prophecy, and the monuments; or,
Israel and the nations. 3v. I^I.Y.
Macmillan. 1901, 3.00
Ragozin, l,2me . Zejiaide Alexeievna.
Story of Assyria. IT.Y. Putnam. 1891, 1.50
Rawlins on, George.
Seven great monarchies of the ancient world.
3v. ¥.Y. Burt. 1900, 6.00
Sayce, Archibald Henry.




Early Rome from the foundation of the city to




History of Greece and Minor Countries
Ridgeway, ¥.
Early age of Greece. 2v. N.Y. Macmillan.
1901 - . v.l I 5.00
History of Europe
Church, R:¥:
Beginning of the Middle Ages. U.Y. Macmillan.
1892, 1.00
Duruy, Victor.
History of the Middle Ages. N.Y. Holt. 1891, 1.60
Erne r ton, Ephriaia.
Introduction to the study of the Middle Ages.
Sost. Ginn. 1888, 1.12
---- Medieval Europe. 814-1300. Bost. Ginn. 1894, 1.50
Eyffe, CrAlan.
History of modern Europe. 3v. U.Y. Holt,
1890-91, 7.50
Yi/hite, James,
Eighteen Christian centuries. IT.Y. Appleton.
1892, 2.00
History of Scotland and Ireland
Burton, J:H.
History of Scotland. 8v. IT.Y. Scribner.
1873, 12.00
Lawless, Emily.
Story of Ireland. N.Y. Putnam. 1892, 1.50
McCarthy, Justin Huntly.
Outline of Irish history. Bait. Murphy. 1883, ,50
Morris, ¥:0'Connor.
Ireland, 1494 - 1868. K.Y. Macmillan. 1896, 1.60
Oliphant, Mrs. Margaret Oliphant (Wilson).




Edwards , Owen M.
Wales. IT.Y. Putnaia. 1902, ^ 1,60
Leclcy, ¥: E: H.
History of England in the 18tli century. &y.
N.Y. Appleton. 1891, 20 . 00 )
Low, Sidney' James, and Pulling, P: Sanders.




Story of the people of England in the 19th century,




Rhys, J. and Jones, D. Brymaor.
The Welsh people. M.Y. Llacmillan. 1900, 4.50
Seeley, Sir J.R.






Early Plantagenets. IT.Y. Longmans. 1886, 1.00
Trail, H: Duff, and Mann, J.S. ed.
Social England. 6v. IT.Y. Putnam. 1893-97, 3.50
History of Germany and Austria
Bigelow, Poultney.
History of the German struggle for lilDerty.
2v. IT.Y. Harper. 1896, 5.00
Henderson, Ernest P.
History of Germany in the Middle Ages, IT.Y.
Tvlacmillan. 1894, 2.60
'Orfill, W.R.
Story of Poland. IT.Y. Putnam. 1899, 1.50
Morris, Charles.
Historic tales; Germany. Phil, Lippincott."
1893, 1.00







aermany; the welding of a world power. JI.Y.
Doubleday. 1903, ^ 2.40
Schiller, Priedrich von.
History of the Thirty years war. N.Y.
Macmillan. 1889, 1.00
Tuttle, Herbert.
History of Prussia. 4v. Bost, Houghton.
1888 - 92, 8.25
Zimmern, Helen.
Hansa towns. N.Y. Putnam. 1891, 1.50
History of Prance
Duruy, Victor.
History of Pranoe. 2T.Y. Crowell. 1889, 2.00
Lowell, E:.Jackson.
Eve of the i'rench revolution. Bost, Houghton.
1897, - 2.00
Taine, Hippolyte Adolphe.
Ancient regime. H.Y. Holt. 1891, 2.50
Modern regime. 2v. N.Y. Holt. 1890, 2.50
History of Italy
Hazlitt, WrCarew,
History of the Venetian Republic. 2v. IT.Y.
Macraillan. 1860, 12,00
Hunt, William.
History of Italy. K.Y. Holt. 1884, .SOj
1
Orsi, Piertoro.
Modern Italy, 1748 - 1898. N.Y. Putnam.
1900, 1.50
Thayer, W:R.




History of Spain and Portugal
Hume, Martin Andrew Sharp.
iviUUC I 11 O^d J.IX
J




S tephens , K :Mors e
.
Story of Portugal. F.Y. Putnam. 1895, 1.50
History of Russia
Gerrare, Wirt.
Grea,ter Russia j the continental empire of the
old world. N.Y. Macmillan. 1905, 5.00
History of Scandinavia and Minor Countries of Europe
Griff is, W: Elliott.
-LJJIC^VC? XJ-uV/Xw ll\«fXX i LL C^XiLl VvIlCc U DIIO IldD w Ci\Ji^XL U
Bost. Houghton. 1896, 1.25
Young , Al exande r
.
History of the Netherlands. Akron, 0.
Saalfield. 1884, 1.25
History of Asia and Africa
Three years war. U.Y. Scribner. 1902, 2.50
Gulick, S.L.
JCi V vjx w Ij X vXJL Wo. (jIj-C a.y ciLiG t3G
f SyuxdX etXiU jJ &^ v^ii J. .
Chic. ReTell. 1905, 2.00
Hunter, Sir ¥: Wilson.




Real Chinese question. IT.Y, Dodd. 1900, 1.50
Morris, Charles.




With Kitchener to Khartum. H.Y. Dodd. 1898, $ 1 . 50
Theal, George.
Story of South Africa. IT.Y. Putnam. 1894, 1.50
History of ITorth America and the Indians
American history leaflets. jr.Y. Lovell . 1892-02 , 1 - 33, 3 . 30
Fiske, Amos Kidder.
West Indies. 17. Y. Putnam. 1899, 1 .50
Hopkins, J: Gas tell.
Story of the dominion of Canada from its early
discovery and settlement to the present time.
Toronto. ¥/inston. 1902, 2.50
Morr j. s , Mowhray
.
Tales of the Spanish Main. N.Y. Macmillan.
1901, 2.00
Parkman , ?ranc i s
.
Struggle for a continent; ed. hy P. Edgar.
Bost, Little Brovm. 1902, 1.50
History of United States
Hart, Alhert Bushnell.
Epochs of American history. 3v. IT.Y.
Longmans. 1891 - 93, 3.75
American history told hy contemporaries. 4"v,
IT .Y . Macmil1 an . 1901, 8.00




Mac Donald, W. ed.
Select charters and other documents, 1606 - 1775.
IT.Y. Macraillan. 1899, 2.00
Select documents, 1776 - 1861. 1T,Y,
Macmillan. 1898, 2.25
Select statutes and other documents illustrative
of the history of the United States, 1861 - 98.
IT.Y. Macmillan. 1903 , ' 2.00

r 53
McLaughl in , Andrew Cunningham
.
History of the Americs.n nation. 2T.Y. Appleton.
1899, # 1.40
Old South leaflets. Fo. 1 - 125, v.l - 5, Bost.
Old South work. -1902, 7.50
Khodes, James Pord.
History of the United States from the Comprom-ise
of 1850. 4v. IT.Y. Macmillan. 1893-99, 10.00
Y/alker, Francis Amasa.
The making of the nation, 1783 - 1817. N.Y.
Scrihner. 1895, 1.25
Wilson, T:V/.
History of the Americ-an people. 5v. IT.Y,
Hanger. 1902, 17,50
Period of Discovery and Colonial Period
Arber, E.
Story of the Pilgrim fathers... as told hy themselves
their friends and their enemies. Eost.
Houghton. 1897, 2.00
Brady, Cyrus Tovmsend,
Colonial fights and fighters. 11. Y, McClure.
1.20
Dexter, Morton.
Story of the Pilgrims. Chic. Pilgrim, press.
1894, .75
Fiske, John.
Dutch and Quaker colonies in America. 2y,
Bost. Houghton. 1899, 4.00
Hew Prance and New England. Bost. Houghton.
1902, 1.65
Lummis, CP.
Spanish pioneers. Chic. McClurg. 1894, 1.50
American Revolution
Carrington, H.B.




, Critical period of American history, 1783-89.
1




Historical Tiew of the American ReYOlution.
Bost. Houghton. 1865, 1.50
Trevelyan, G.O.
AmPVTr^pyi "RpittaT ii + ? fin TvT "V T.OTicnnPiTT? T QHI^xUUC I X WCbli X\C V \JU. l> X vJIi . IN . X . Xj V llQ^llitStllO . X 7
,
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Hosmer, James Kendall.
History of the Louisiana purchase. IT.Y.
Apple ton. 1902, 1.20
Roosevelt, Theodore.
Winning of the West. 4v, N.Y. Putnam.
V X V X JL VI/ CLX .
Dana, C: Anderson.
Recollections of the Civil War. IT.Y. Appleton.
1898, 2.00
Davis, Jefferson.
Rise and fall of the Confederate government. 2v.
IT.Y. Appleton. 1881, 10.00
riske, John.
Mississippi valley in the Civil Y/ar. Bost.
Houghton. 1900, 2.00
McCarthy, C.H.
Lincoln's plan of reconstruction. IT.Y. McClure.
1901, 3.00
Ropes, J.C.
Story of the Civil War. 2v. U.Y. Putnam.
JLO 17t 5 O
J
Crawford, l^ry C. ' ,





Making of the grea.t West. IT.Y. Scribner.
1891, $ 1.50
Page, Walter Hines.
The rebuilding of old commonwealths. IT.Y.
Doubleday. 1902, 1,00
Powell, L.P. ed.
Historic towns of the v;estern states. IT.Y.
Putnam. 1901, 3.00
Wilson, D.M.
Where American independence "began. Bost,
nought on . 1 902 , 2 . 00
History of South America
Keane, A.E.
Central and South America. ( Stanfords compendium)
Phil. Lippincott. 1901, 4.50
History of Australia
Jose, A.W,
Australasia, the commonwealth, and New Zealand. IT.Y.






Agassiz, Mrs. Eliza^beth (Gary).
Louis Agassiz; his life and correspondence.
Bost. Houghton. 1893. | 2.50
Anderson, Mary, afterward Mrne . de Navarro.
A few memories. IT.Y. Harper 1896, 2,50
Arhlay, Mrne. Frances (Burney) d' i
Diary and letters, with notes by W.C.Ward. 3 v. I
JT.y. Warne. 2.25
Arnold, Matthew.
Letters, 1848-1888. 2v. IT.Y. Macmillan. 1896, 2.25
Audubon, John James.
Audubon and his journals; ed. by M.R.Audubon with
notes by Elliott Cones. 2v. N.Y. Putnam.
1897, 1.50
Earrie, Krs. Margaret (Ogilvy).
Barrie, J. Id.
Margaret Ogilvy. N.Y. Scribner. 1896, 1.25
Blackv/ood, William.
01 iphant , Mrs . M . . ( Wil s on )
.
Annals of a publishing house. Y/illiam Blackv/ood a
and his sons, their m-agazine and friends.
''''
2v. Scribner. 1897-98, 10.50
Blessington, Margaret (Power) Gardiner, countess of.
Molloy, J. P.
Most gorgeous Lady Blessington. ^v. N.Y.
Scribner. 1896, 1.75
Boone, Daniel.
Thwaites, Reuben Gold. |
Daniel Boone. IT.Y. Appleton. 1902, 1.00
Brooks, Phillips, bp.
Allen, A.V.G. ;
Life and letters of Phillips Brooks. 2v. '
IT.Y. Dutton.1900, 12.00
Booth, Edwin.
Grossman, Mrs. Edwina (Booth), ed.




Browning, Robert, and Mrs. Elizabeth (Barrett).
Letters, 1845-46. 2y. ¥.y. Harper. 1899, | 5.00
Carroll, Lewis d-seud. of Lutwidge Dodgson).
Collingwood, S.L.
Life and letters of Lewis Carroll. IT.Y.
Century. 1898, 2.50
Cellini, Benvento.




Danton; a study. U.Y. Scribner. 1899 2.50
Darv/in, Charles.
Charles Darwin: his life told in an autobiographical
chapter and in a selected series of his
published letters. 2v. 1:1. Y. Appleton.
1893, 4.50
More letters of Charles Darv^rin; a record of his-
,|
work in a series of hitherto unpublished |l








Life of Henry Drummond. 21. Y. McClure. 1898, 3.00
Ebers, Georg.
Story of my life. N.Y, Appleton. 1893, 1.25
Eliot, George, (pseud, of Man' Ann (Evans) Cross).
Life; as related in letters and journals; ed by
J.W.Cross. 3v. N.Y. Harper. 1886, 2.00
Earragut, David Glasgow.
Farragut, Loyall.
Life of David Glasgov/ Earragut. N.Y.
Appleton. 1891, 4.00
Field, Cyrus West.
Judson, Mrs. Isabella (Field).
Cyrus V/. Field; his life and work, 1819-92.
IT.Y. Harper. 1896, 2.00
Forbes, John Murray.
Hughes, Mrs. Sarah (Forbes) ed. li
Letters and recollections of John Murray Forbes.




Little flowers of Saint Francis of Assisi; tr. fr.
the Italian, v/ith a "brief account of the life
of Saint Francis, hy A.L.Alger. N.Y.
Macmillan. 1898, ^ , ft)
Gibhon, Edward.
Autobiography; v/ith an essay by Y/:D.Howell5. IT.Y.
Houghton. 1895, 1 on1 . UU
Gillespie, Mrs. Elizabeth (Luane).
Book of remembrance. Phil. Lippincott. 1901, <> . 00
Gladstone, Williaci Ewart.
McCarthy, Justin.
Story of Gladstone's life. Ed. 2 enl . N.Y.
Macmillan. 1898, o . 50
Goethe J. V/. von, and Schiller, J.C.F. von.
Boyesen, Hjalmar H,iorth.
Goethe and Schiller; lives and works. Ed. 9.
IT.Y. Scribner. 1901, 2.00
Gray, Asa.





Journal; ed. by G. S.Trebutien. 2v. Salem, 0.
Schwartz. 1893, 1 .50
Hale, Edward Everett.
A New England boyhood. Bost. Little Brown. 1893, 1.50
Hale, Nathan.
Partridge, W.O.
Nathan Hale, the ideal patriot, a study of
character. N.Y. Funk. 1902, i.od
!
Hamerton, Philip Gilbert.
Philip Gilbert Hamerton; an autobiography, 1834-58,
and a memoir by his wife, 1858-94. Bost.
Little Brown. 1896, 3.00
Hare, Augustus John Cuthbert.
Memorials of a quiet life. 2v. in 1. Bost.
Little Brown. 1872, 2.00
Henrietta, Anna duchess d' Orleans.
Cartwright, J.M. afterv/ard Mrs. Ady.
Lladame ; a life of Henrietta, daughter of
Charles I, and duchess of Orleans.




Herbert, Edward, lord HerlDert of Cherbury.
Lives of Lord Eerbert of Cherloury and Thomas Ellwood
I
with essays "by WiD.Howells. Bost. Houghton,
j 1877 , I 1.00
Higginson, Thomas Wentworth.
Cheerful yesterdays. Bost. Houghtoa. 1898, 2.00
Holmes, Oliver Wendell.
Morse, cJ.T.
Life and letters of Oliver Wendell Holmes.
2v. Bost. Houghton. 1896, 4.00
Eowe
,
Jul ia ( ¥ard )
.
Reminiscences. Bost, Houghton. 1900, 2.50
Hov/ells, William Lean.
Literary friends and acquaintances; a personal




Life and letters of Thomay Henry Huxley hy
his son. 2v. Phil. Appleton. 1900, 5.00
Jefferson, Joseph.
AutODiography. U.Y. Century. 1890, 4.00
Joan of Arc.
Lowell, F.G.
Joan of Arc. Bost. Houghton. 1896, 2.00
Koval evsky , S onya
.
Recollections of childhood; with a hiography of
A.G. Leffler. U.Y. Macmillan. 1895, 1.25
Kropotkin, Petr Alexeievitch, prince.





Lamark, the founder of evolution. U.Y.
Longmans. 1901, 2.40
Lampson, P: Locker-




Life of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow; with
extracts from his journals and
correspondence. 3v. Bost. Houghton.
1893, 6.00

Longueviile, Anne Genevieve de Bourbon-Conde , Duchesse de
CocIk:, Mrs. Alfred.
Life of Ivladame de Longueviile (Anne Genevieve
de Bour"bon). N.Y. Scribner. 1S99
,
Lov/ell, James Russell.
Letters; ed. by C .E.lTorton. 2v. N.Y. Harper.
1894,
Lyman, Mrs. Anne Jean (Robbins).




Reoollections of my mother, Mrs. Anne Jean
Lyman; being a picture of domestic and
social life in New England in the first
. half of the 19 th century. Bost.
Houghton. 1899,
Macaulay, Thomas Eabington, lord.
Trevelyan, Sir G.O.
Life and letters of Lord Macaulay. 2v. in 1.
N.Y. Harper. 1875,
lilartineau, Harriet.














Life of Y/illiam Morris. 2v. N.Y.
Longmans. 1899,
Motley, John Lothrop.




Life of ITelson; the embodiment
power of Great Britain.
Little Brovm. 1897,
Neufeld, Charles.
Prisoner of the Khaleefa; twelve years captivity





Oliphant, Mrs. Margaret Oliphant (Wilson).
Autobiography and letters; ed. "by Mrs. Harry Coghill.
IT.Y, Dodd. 1899, | 3.50
Parkman, Francis.
rarnhain, C:H.
Life of Francis Parksian. Bost. Little
Brov/n. 1901, 2.00
Pasteur, Louis.
Prankland, Perc^T" Parada;/, and Mrs. Percy Paraday.
Life of Pasteur. N.Y. Macraillan. 1898, 1.25
Raleigh, Sir ?/aIter.
Hume, M.A.S.
Sir Walter Raleigh; the British dominion cf
the west. Longmans. 1897, 1.50
Rohinson, Henry Crahb.
Diary, reminiscences and correspondence; ed. "by
Thomas Sadler. 2v. Bost. Houghton. 1870, 2.50
Seward, William H.
Bancroft, F:








Story of William and Lucy Smith. Bost.
Houghton. 1890, 2.00
Stanley, Arthur Penrhyn, dean.
Prothero, R.E.
Life and correspondence of A.P.Stanley. 2v.
:'.Y. Scrihner. 1894, 5.00
Stevenson, Robert Louis.
Letters to his family and friends; ed. with notes





Autobiography of a journalist. 2v. Best.
Houghton. 1901, 6.00
Stowe, Mrs. Harriet (Beecher).
Fields, Mrs. Annie (Adams ) , ed.
Life and letters of Harriet Beecher Stowe.
i
Bost. Houghton. 1898, 2.0d'

66
Sunderland, Dorothy Sidney, countess of.
Cartwright, J.M. afterwards Mrs. Ady.
Sacharissa ; some account of Dorothy Sidney,
countess of Sunderland, her family and
friends. 1617-84. ll.Y, Scrihner.
1895. $ 3.75
Temple, Dorothy (Osborne) lady.
Letters from Dorothy Osborne to Sir V/illiam Temple,




Alfred, Lord Tennyson; a memoir. 2v. IT.Y.
Macmillan. 1897, 10.00
Ticknor, George.
Life, letters and journals. 2v. Bost. Houghton.
1876, 4.00
Washington, Booker Taliafeiro.
Up from slavery; an autobiography. IT.Y.
Doubleday. 1901, 1.50
Walpole, Horace, earl of Orford.




Life and letters of Ihittier. 2y, Bost.
Houghton. 1893-94, 4.00
Wise, John Sergeant.
End of an era. Bost. Houghton. 1890, 2.00
Wordsworth, Dorothy.
Journals; ed. by WiKnight. 2v. U.Y. Macpiillan.
1397, 3.00
Zurbriggen, Mattias.
From the Alps to the Andes; the autobiography of a
mountain guide. IT.Y. Lane. 1899, 1,00
Collected Biography
Adams, Oscar Pay.
Dictionary of American authors. Ed. 4. Bost.
Houghton. 1901, 3.50
Appleton's cyclopaedia of American biography. 6v.




Five great painters of the Victorian era. IT.Y.
Pott. 1902, $ 3.00
Caffin, G:H.
American masters of painting. Nev/ illus. ed.
IT.Y. r)ou"bleday. 1902, 3.00
Fields, James T:
Yesterdays with authors. Bost. Houghton.
1900, 2.00
Hubhard, Elhert.
Little journeys to the homes of American authors.
i:T.Y, Putnam.. 1.75
Little journeys to the homes of American statesmen.
X.Y. Putnarfl. 1898, 1.75
Little journeys to the homes of eminent Painters.
N.Y. Putnarfl. 1899, 1.75
Little journeys to the homes of famous women.
N.Y, Putnam. 1897, 1.75
Little journeys to the homes of the good and
great. N.Y. Putnam. 1895, 1.75
Little journe2;"s to the homes of great musicians.
IT.Y. Putnam. 1901, 1.75
Lee, Sidney, ed.
Dictionary of national "biography. Index and
epitome. K.Y. Macmillan. 1903, 6.25
McCarthy, Justin.
British political portraits. K.Y. Outlook.
1903, 1.50
McCulloch, Hugh.
Men and measures of half a century. N.Y.
OKjriDiLiQr * j-^uu, o p»o<ci • OU
Strickland, Agnes.







Young folks cyclopaedia of literature and
art. !T.Y. Holt. 1901, | 2.50
Dana, Mrs. W.S.
How to know the wild flowers. ITew ed.
IT.Y. Scrioner. 1900, 2.00
Holland, Y/..J.
Butterfly book. N.Y. Doubleday. 1902, 3.00
Kulrae, P.E.
Plags of the world. !T.Y. Warne. 1902, 2.00
Keller, H.L.
Our native trees and hovv to identify them.
IT.Y. Scribner. 1900, 2.00
Poulsson, Emile.




Collection of pictures and songs. N.Y.
Warne. 1895, | 2.50 7.50
o ---- Second collection of pictures and songs.
^T.Y. Warne. 1895, 2.50 7.50
3 Cox, Palmer.
Brov/nies around the world. IT.Y.
Century. 1902, 1.50 4.50
3 „ 'Phe Brownies; their book. jST.Y. Century.
1887, 1.50 4.50
3 Crane, V/alter.
This little pig picture book. N.Y.
Lane. 1897, 1.25 3.75
3 Mother Hubbard's picture book, IJ.Y.






Marigold garden. Phil. Routledge.
1885, $ 1.50 I 4.50 i
EASY BOOKS YOR LITTLE CHILDREIT
2 Andrews , Jane
.
Seven little sisters. Eost. Ginn.
1902, .50 1.00
2 Each and all. Bost. Ginn. 1902, .50 1.50
2 Baldwin, James.
?airy stories and fables. N.Y. Amer.
hk. CO. 1903, .35 .70
4 - - - Fifty famous stories retold. Amer. lok.
GO. 1896, .35 .70
2 Bass, J'lorence.
iNTature stories for young readers. Plant
life. Bost. Heath. 1894, .25 .50
2 Blaisdell, E.A. and M.P.
Child life; a first reader. IT.Y.
Macraillan. 1899, .25 .50
4 Brooks, Dorothy.
,1
Stories of the red children. Bost.
Educat. pub. co. 1892, .40 1.60
2 Burgess, Gelett.
{
Goops and how to "be them. N.Y. Stokes. '
1900, 1.50 3.00
2 Lodge, Mrs. M.M. ?
JTew hahy world. 11, Y, Century. 1902, 1.50 3.00
2 Eddy, S.J.
Friends and helpers. Bost. Ginn. 1902, .70 1.40
4 Eggleston, Edward.
Stories of great Americans for little I




Mother Nature's children. Bost. Ginn.
1900, .70 1.40
1
4 Jackson, H.H. '





2 KirTDy, Mary, and Elizabeth.
Aunt Martha's corner cupTDoard. InT.Y.
Uelson. 1882, $ .60 | 1.20
2 Morley, M.W.
Seed ba-oies. ll.Y, Ginn. 1902, .25 .50
2 Peary, J.D.
Snow baby. N.Y. Stokes. 1902, 1.20 2.40
2 Poulsson, Emilie.
Finger plays. Bost. Lothrop. 1889* 1.25 2.50
2 Pyle, Katherine.
Careless Jane. IT.Y. Button. 1902, .75 1.50
2 Richards, Mrs. L.E.
Eour feet, two feet and no feet. Bost.
Estes. 1885, 2.00 4.00
4. Shaw, E.R.
Big people and little people of other lands.
IT.Y. Amer. bk. co. .30 2.40
2 Smith, Gertrude.
Arabella and Araminta stories. IT.Y.
Small. 1902, 2.00 4.00
4 Snedden, G.S.
Docas, the Indian boy of Santa Clara.
Bost. Heath. 1902, .35 1.40
2 Strong, F.L.
All the year round. Bost. Ginn. 1902, 1.20 2.40
lOTHOLOGY Am EOLK-LOEE, LEGEITOS AKD FAIRY TALES
5 Aesop.
Fables tr. by Joseph Jacobs. H.Y.
Macrailian. 1902, 1.50 7.50
3 Fables tr by Sir Roger L 'Estrange. II. Y,
Lane. 1903, 1.50 4.50
Anderson, H.C.
Fairy tales; tr. by H .L.Braekstad
, illus.
by Hans Tegner. 2v. Heinemann,
1900, 5.00 5.00
3 Brooks, Edward.





Book of saints and friendly beasts. Bost.
Houghton. 1^02, | 1.25 $ 3.75
3 Chap in , A . A
.




5 Church , A.J.
Heroes of chivalry and romance. IT.Y.
Macmil 1an . 1902, 1.75 8.75
3 Grimm, J.L. and W.K.
Fairy tales of the brothers Grimm; tr. by
Mrs. Edgar Lucas, illus. by Arthur
Rackham. Phil. Lippincott. 1901, 2.50 7.50
3 Harris, J.C.
Uncle Remus; his songs and his sayings.
I^r.Y. Appleton. 1902, 2.00 6.00
3 Hawthorne, 1-Iathaniel
.
Y/onder book, illus. by Walter Crane.
Bost. Kughton. 1893, 3.00 9.00
3 Jacobs, Joseph, ed.
Book of wonder voyages; illus. by John L.





Jungle book. IT.Y. Century. 1902, 1.50 7.50
3 Just so stories. 11,Y. Doubleday. 1902, 1.20 3.60
3 Laboulaye, E.R.L.




3 Lang, Andrew, ed.
Blue fairy book. IT.Y. Longmans. 1903, 2.00 6.00
3 Green fairy book. IT.Y. Longmans. 1892, 2.00 6.00
3 ---- Red fairy book. IT.Y. Longmans. 1890, 2.00 6.00
3 Mabie, H.¥.
Uorse stories with illus. in color. IT.Y.
Dodd. 1903, 1.80 5.40
3 Macdonald, George.
At the back of the iNTorth wind. Phil.
Routledge. 1902, 1.00 3.00
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3 Macleod, I', A,
Book of king Arthur and his noble knights.
IT.Y. Young. 1902, $ 1.50 #4.50
4 Pyle, Howard.
Merry adventures of Robin Hood. IsT.Y.
Scribner. 1902, 3.00 12.00
3 Wonder clock. JI.Y. Harper. 1903, 2.00 6.00
3 Scudder, K.S.
Book of legends. Bost. Houghton.
1902, .50 1.50
4 Scudder, H.E. ed.
The children's hook; a collection of the
hest and most famous stories and poems
in the English language. Bost.
Houghton. 1902, . 2.50 10.00
3 Thackeray, ¥:M.
Rose and the ring. IT.Y. Putnarn. 1902, 1.00 3.00
POETRY
2 Lang, Andrew.
ITursery rhyme hook. U.Y. Y/arne. 1903, 2.00 4.00
2 Lear, Edward.
IiTonsense hooks. Bost. Little Brown.
1902, 2.00 4.00
2 Lucas, E.V. ed. and Comp.
Book of verses. IT.Y. Holt. 1902, 2.00 4.00
2 Stevenson, R.L.
Child's garden of verses. U.Y. Scrihner.
1902, 1.50 3.00
2 Thacher, Mrs. L.W. Comp.
The listening child. IT.Y. Macmillan.
1902, 1.25 2.50
TALES PROM OLD STORY TELLERS
2 Cervantes.
Don Quixote; retold by Judge Parry. IT.Y.




Chaucer for children; "by Mrs. Havireis.
N.Y. Scribner. 1902, $ 1.25 | 2.50
2 Gulliver.
Gulliver's travels by Dean Swift. IT.Y,
Macmillan. 1902, 1.50 3.00
2 Herodotus.
V/onder stories retold by G.H.Scden and W.B.
D'Almeida. IT.Y. Harper. 1902, 2.50 5.00
2 Homer.
Stories from Homer; adapted by A. J. Church.
Illus. from Flaxman's designs. IT.Y.
Dodd. 1902, 1.00 2.00
2 Spenser.
Spenser for children, by M.H.Towry. II. Y.
Scribner. 1902, 1.25 2.50
EELIGION AlTD ETHICS
2 Bible.
New Testament stories. IT.Y. Macmillan.
1902, .50 1.00
2 Old Testament stories. IT.Y. Macmillan.
1902, .50 1.00
2 ---- The Sible for children; arranged from the
King James's version, with an introd
,
by Bp. Potter. IM.Y. Century.
1903, 3.00 6.00
2 Guerber, K.A.
Story of the Chosen people. N.Y. Amer.
bk. CO. 1903, .60 1.20
2 Jackson, H.H.
Bits Of talk for young folks. San J'rancisco,
Roberts. 1876, 1.00 2.00
G0VEKMC.IENT
4 Austin, O.P.





The young citizen. Bost. Heath. 1902, $ .45 $ .90
4 Hill, C.T.
Fighting a fire. IT.Y. Century. 1902 1.50 6.00
BOOKS ABOUT NATURE
2 Andrews , Jane
.
Stories Mother Nature told her children.
Bost. Lee. 1902, 1.00 2.00
2 Stories of mj^' four friends; the four seasons
of the year. Bost. Ginn. 1900, .45 .90
2 Among the moths and butterflies. IT.Y. Putnara.
1902, 1.50 3.00
Beard, J.C.
Curious homes and their tenants. N.Y.
Appleton. 1902, .65 1.30
2 Burroughs, John.
Squirrels and other fur "bearers. Bost.
.
Houghton. 1902, 1.00 2.00
2 Dyson, Mrs. W.H.
Stories of the trees. IT.Y. Nelson.
1902, 1.25 2.50i;
2 Hardy, Mrs. A.S.
Hail of shells. N.Y. Appleton. 1902, .60 1.2o:|
2 Herrick, S.B.
j
The earth in past ages. N.Y. Harper.
1888, .60 1.20:
2 Ingersoll, Ernest.
Book of the ocean. N.Y. Century.
1902, 1.50 3.00
2 McCarthy, Eugene.
Familiar fish; their hahi.ts and their
capture. N.Y. Appleton. 1902, 1.50 1.50
2 Miller, O.T.
jEirst "book of "birds. Bost. Houghton.
!
1902, 1.00 2.00
2 Second "book of birds. Bost. Houghton.
1902, 1.00 2.00
5 Wright, M.O.





The monkey that would not kill. IT.Y.
Dodd. 1902, $ 1.00 | 5.00
5 Lang, Andrew, ed.
Animal story book. ¥.Y, Longmans.
1896, 2,00 10.00
2 Saunders, Marsha.ll.
Beautiful Joe. IT.Y. Barnes. 1894, .60 1.20
2 Young, Gerald.
Chunk, Fusky and Snout; a story of wild




Boy's hook of inventions. IT.Y. Douhle-
day. 1899, 2.00 4.00
2 Koffett, Cleveland.
Careers of danger and daring. N.Y.
Century. 1902, 1.80 3.60
Electricity
2 Barnard, Charles.
Eirst steps in electricity. IT.Y. Maynard.
1891, .60 1.20
2 Houston, E.J. and Kenelly, A.L.
Electricity made easy. i^.Y. Electrical
v/orld. -- 1,50 3.00
2 laleadowcrof t , Y/..H.
A E C of electricity. H.Y. Excelsior.
1896, .50 1.00
2 St. John, T.Li.
How two hoys made their own electrical
apparatus. il.Y. Scrihner. 1898, 1.00 2.00
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Hovir to Make and do Things
2 Beard, D.C.
Jack of all trades. IT.Y. Sori})rer.
1900, $ 2.00 $ 4.00
2 Beard, Lina, and A.B.
Y.Tiat a girl can make and do, 17.Y,
ScrilDner. 1902, 1.60 3.20
2 Kirkland, E.S.
Six little cocks. Chic. McGlurg. 1H81 , .75 1.50
2 Lukin, James.
Boy engineers. ^.Y. Putnam. 1878, 1.75 3.50
GAl'IES AED MUSmmiTS
2 Amerio8.n "boy's handy "book. H.Y. Scri^bner.
1892, 2.00 4.00
" Beard, D.G.
Outdoor games for all seasons. ]^T.Y.
Scribner. 1896, 2.50 5.00
2 Beard, Lina, and A.B.
American girl's handy hook. IT.Y.
Scrihner. 1898, 2.00 4.00
2 ITewell, Peter.
Shadow shew. IT.Y. Century. 1896, 1.00 2.00
2 St. ITicholas.
Book of plays and operettas. IT.Y.
Century. 1900, 1.00 2.00
IIUSIC
2 Coonley, Ivlrs . L.A.
Singing verses for children. TT.Y.
Macmillan. 1897, 2.00 4.00
2 Crane, Walter.
Baby's bouquet. Routledge. 1901, 1.50 3.00
2 Elliott, J.Y/. conip.
Mother Goose set to music. iMOvello. 1872, 2.00 4.00




2 Clement, Mrs. C.E.
Stories of art and artists. Best.
Houghton. -~ $ 2.60 I 5.20
riinzer, Redor.
Sketches of animals. IT.Y. Hessling. 1.20 2.40
2 Hall , James
.
With hrush and pen. St. Louis.




Century hook of famous Americans. IT.Y.
Century. 1896, 1.50 3.00
2 Ghenov^eth, Mrs. C. Van R.
Stories of the saints. Bost. Houghton.
1891, 1.00 2.00
2 Farmer, L.H.
Boy's book of famous rulers. H.Y.
Crowell. 1887, 1.50 3.00
2 Girl's hook of famous queens. IT.Y.
Crowell. 1887, 1.50 3.00
2 Mitchell , R.G.
Ahout old story-tellers. IT.Y. Scrihner.
1878, 1.25 2.50
2 Seawell, M.E.
Twelve naval captains. 11,Y, Scrihner.
1897, . 1.25 2.50
2 Wright, H.G.
Children's stories in American literature.




Christopher Carson, known as Kit.






True story of Christopher Cclumlaus.
Bost. Lothrop. 1892, $ 1.50 $ 4.50
Seeley, Mrs.E.E.




5 Seawell , l-.E.
|









True storA'" of Benjamin Franklin.




Life of Robert Eulton- and a history of ;
Qteaia navigation. IT.Y.




True story of U.S.Grant. Bost.
Lothrop. 1897, 1.50 4.50
Hale, ITathan.
3 Los sing, B.J,
Two spies; Hale and Andre. IT.Y,
Appleton. 1892, 2.00 6.00
Jones, Paul.
3 Seawell, iI.E.
Paul Jones. N.Y. Appleton.
1894, 1.00 3.00
Marie Antoinette, Queen of France.
3 Tytler, Sarah. pseud.









3 Poa, Mme. E.K,
Boy life of !Tapoleon. Bost.
Lothrop. 1896, I 1.25 | 3.75
Perry.
5 Barnes, James.
The hero of Erie. 1m.Y. Appleton.
1898, 1.00 5.00
Victoria, Queen of England.
3 Gurney, I/Irs. G.
Girlhood of Queen Victoria. K.Y.
Longmans. 1901, 1.75 5.25
3 Low, E.H.
Queen Victoria's dolls. Lond.
Nevmes. 1894, 1.25 3.75
Y/ashington.
3 Brooks, E.S. r
True story of George Washington.
Bost. Lothrop. 1895, 1.50 4.50
HISTORY AM) TRA.VEL '
General
4 Brooks, E.S.
Storied holidays. Bost. Lothrop. 1887, 1.50 6.00
4 Johonnot, James.
Stories of the olden time. F.Y. Amer.
"bk. CO. .50 2.00
4 Lang, Andrew.
True story "book. IT.Y. Longmans. 1895, 2.00 8, DC}
4 Schwatka, Erederick.
Children of the cold. Bost. Educational
puh. CO. 1902, 1.25 5.00
4 Starr, Frederick.
Strange peoples. Bost. Heath. 1901, .40 1.60
Voyages and Exploration
4 Brassey, Anne, "baroness.
Around the world in the yacht Sunheam.




Captain Cook's voyage 'round the world.
N.y. Eoutledge. 1897, $ 2.00 $ 8.00
4 Verne, Jules.
Great explorers of the 19th century. IT.Y.
Scribner. 1881, 2.50 10.00
4 Great navigators of the 18th century.
IT.Y. ScrilDner. 1886, 2.50 10.00
Europe
4 Knox, T.V/.
Boy travellers in southern Europe. N.Y.
Harper. 1895, 3.00 12.00
4 Lang, Andrew, ed.
Red true storj' "book. IT.Y. Longmans.
1897. 2.00 8.00
4 Lanier, Sidney.
Boy's Ercissart. F.Y. Scribner. 1879, 2.00 8.00
4 Goimne, G:L. ed.
King's story book. 2T.Y. Longmans.
1897, 2.00 8.00
4 Gomme , G:L. ed.
Queen's stor^?^ book. IT.Y. Longmans.
1898, 2.00 8.00
4 Jacobs, Joseph.
English fairy tales. Lend. ITutt. 1890, 1.25 5.00
4 Lanier, Sidney, ed.
Boy's King Arthur. JT.Y. Scribner.
1892, 2.00 8.00
4 Oliphant, Margaret.
History of Scotland for the young. Lond.
Mansfield. 1898, 1.50 6.00
4 Tappan, E.i:.






Historical tales: French. Phil.
Lippmcott, 1893, f 1 .25 1 5.00




4 Dodge, Mrs. M.M.
















4 Du Chaillu, P.B.



























Travels through Asia with the children.
il.Y. Amer. "bk. co. 1898, $ 1.50 | 6.00
4 Miller, Olive Thome.
Little people of Asia. IT.Y. Button. 2.50 10.00
Japan and China
6 Headland, I.I.
The Chinese boy and girl. Chic. Revell.
1901, 1.00 6.00
4 Mo rr i s , Charl e s
.
Historical tales; Japan and China. Phil.
Lippincott. 1898, 1.25 5.00
4 Perry, P.P.
Tora's happy day. IT.Y. Alliance.
1901, .50 2.00
Africa
6 Du Chaillu, P.B.




Australia and the Islands of the sea.
:;.Y. Silver. 1897, .60 2.40
4 Krout
, K.M.
Alice's visit to the Hawaiian Islands,
il.Y. Amer. hk. co 1900, .45 1.80
America
4 Carpenter, P.G.





Travels through IsForth America with the
children. H.Y. Amer. "bk. go.
1898, I 1.50 $ 9.00
4 Higginson, T.vV.
Tales of the enchanted islands of the
Atlantic. ?r.Y. Macmillan 1898, 1.50 6.00
United States
2 Ahhot, Y/.J.
Blue jackets of 1812. IT.Y. Dodd. -- 2.00 6.00
5 Brooks, IToah.
Boy emigrants. (fiction) InF.Y. Scrihner
1891, 1.25 6.25
5 Boy settlers; a sequel to Boy emigrants.
(fiction) IT.Y. Scribner. 1891, 1.50 7.50
3 ---- Century hook of the American colonies.
IT.Y. Century. 1900, 1.50 4.50
3 Century hook of the American Revolution.
IT.Y. Century. 1897, 1.50 4.50
3 Coffin, C:C.
Building the nation. IT.Y. Harper.
1883, 2.00 6.00
4 Eggleston, Edward.
Stories of American life and adventure.
iT.Y. AiTier. hk. co. 1895, .50 2.00
3 Guerher, K.A.
Story of the thirteen colonies. IT.Y.
Amer. hk.co. 1898, .65 1.95
4 Holden, E.S.
Our country's flag and the flags of
foreign countries. IT.Y. Appleton.
1898, 1.00 4.00
3 Howells, Y/:D.
Stories of Ohio. IT.Y. Amer. hk. co.
. 1897, .60 1.80
3 Johnson, Rossiter.




Recollections of a dri,nmner-TDoy . Bost.
Houghton. 1865, | 1.50 | 4.50
3 McMurray, C.A.
Pioneer history stories of the Miss, valley.
Elcmington, 111. Public school pub.
CO. 1903, .50 i.50
6 Roosevelt, Theodore, and Lodge, H.C.
Hero tales from American history. IT.Y.
Century. 1898, 1.50 9.00
3 Sage, A.C.
Little colonial dames. IT.Y. Stoakes. 1.50 4.50
3 Soley, J.R.
Sailor boys of '61. Bost. Estes. 1888, 2.00 6.00
4 Wright, PLC.
Children's stories of American progress.
B,Y, Scribner. 1886, 1.25 5.00
no IAITS
4 Sggleston, Sdvrnrd, and Seelye , L.E.
Brant and Red Jacket. IT.Y. Dodd. 1879, 1.00 4.00




Story of the Indian. 1a, Y, Apple ton.
1895, 1.50 6.00
4 Hazard, B.E.




Childhood of Ji-shib, the OJibwa. Madison,
¥is. Amer. Thresherman. — 1.00 4.00
4 Judd, il.C. comp.
Wigwam stories told by ITorth American
Indians. Bost. Ginn. 1901, .85 3.40
6 Zitkala, Sa.
Old Indian legends. Bost. 1902, .50 3.00
4 Brooks
, E.S.
Master of the Strong Hearts; a story of






Jack among the Indians. 1m.Y. Stokes.
1900, <\p
6 Liunroe, Kirk.
j?±aniingo i earner. ini.j. . xiarpei . j.i?uu, 1 DO fi no
6 Stoddard, W.O.
Little Smoke: tale of the Sioux. U.Y.
Appleton. ±891, J. . DU Q ony . uu










X u . ^.^u
4 Alcott, L.M.
Under the lilacs. Bost. Little Brora.
1890
,
1 . DO D • UU
2 Aldrich, T.3.
Story of a "bad boy. Bost. Houghton.
1895, o Rn/5 . ou
2 Barbour, R.E.
The half-back; a story of school, foot-ball
ana gcj.i , , i . App±ei,on. ±oyy
,
J. . ou «j • uu
4 Bennett, John.
Ivlaster Skylark; a story of Shakespeare's time.
N.Y. Century. 1897, 1.50
j
fi on!o • uu
2 Coolidge, Susan, pseud.
Barberry bush. Roberts. 1893, 1.25 O OK
2 New Year's bargain. Bost. Little Brown.
1878, 1.25
i
«S . OU 1
4 Dodge, ILrs. 11.1.:.
Hans Brinker. IT.Y. Scribner. 1901, 1.50 D.OO
1
4 Hale, L.P.





ITelly's silver mine; a story of Colorado
j
^ life. Bost. Little Brown. 1900, 1.50 D . 00
4 Jewett, S.O.




Cadet days. !T.Y. Harper. 1894, | 1.25 | 3.75
3 Molesworth, Mrs. H.L.
"Carrots", just a little boy. IT.Y,
Macmillan. 1899, 1.00 3.00
3 "Grandmother, Lear", two little v/aifs.
K.Y. Macmillan. 1902, 1.00 3.00
4 Otis, James. pseud.
TolDv Tyler. iT.Y. Harper. 1898, 1.00 4.00
4 Mr Stuhbs' brother; a sequel to Toby Tyler.
N.Y. Harper. 1898, 1.00 4.00
4 Pyle, Ho7/ard.
Men of iron. IT.Y. Harper. 1892, 2.00 8.00
4 Stevenson, E.L,
Treasure Island. IT.Y. Scribner. — 1.25 5.00
4 Stockton, P.R.
Jolly, fellowship. !T.Y. Scribner.
1880, ' 1.50 6.00
3 Young master of Hyson Hall. Phil.
Lippincott. 1900, 1.50 4.50
4 Twain, Mark. pseud.
Prince and pauper. IT.Y. Harper. 1880, 1.75 7.00
4 ¥iggin, IC.D.










Apple ton's annual Encyclopaedia. 1876-1903.
Green, Samuel Swett,
Libraries and schools.
X Johnson's universal cyclopaedia.
ITew American cyclopaedia. 16v.
Poole, Franklin 0.
Index to periodical literature.
Pratt, Mara L.














North American review. 1884-96, 1903.
Public opinion. 1890-95.







Principles of the system of tjh ilosophy
.
Brews t r , T^av 2 d .














Outlines of cosmic philosophy. 2v.
Hopkins, Mark.
Outline study of man.
James, William.
Principles of psychology. 2v.
Kay, D.
Memory: v/hat it is and hov; to improve it.
Lomhrose, Cesare.
The nan of genius.
Porter, IToah.
Elements of intellectual science.
Preyer, W.
Infant mind.
The mind of the child.
Part 1 The senses and the will.
Part 2 The developement of the intellect
Schwegter, Albert.
















Gentle mea-sures in training the young.
Bee Cher, E:W,
















Bits of talk about home matters.
Matthev/s , W:







Talks w i th r:iy beys.
Porter, Noah,
Ele/nents cf moral science.
Potter, Beatrice.
Patrictisn; in prose and verse. 2v.
Pratt , I/Lara L.
Patriotism in prose and VGr:-:3e,
Schulze-Gaveni tz , G.v,
Social peace.

























Socrates and Athenian society,
Plato.
The republic, Timaeus and Gritas.
Xenophon.
















History of all religions.
Butler, Joseph.
Analogy of religion.
B inney , Thomas
.
A study for young men.
Birks, T.R.







Chap in, James K.
Creation ana development of society.
Christlieh, Theodore.
kodern doubt ana Christian belief.
Claude, M.S.
Twil ight th ought s . 2V
.
- Cobbe, Prances Pov/er.
Hopes of the human race.
Cressy, H.
Revelations of mother Julian.

1^












O w X VJXX VX OllK^ X X X L* «
1 1 W ^ X^ 0^4.11^.




XXXv? W O OXxl^ WX aIxCuXx .
Fuller, E.Q.
Xvvv> OCokyUO/ l/Xlo .
Miiller, P: Max.




XTXDuWXJr^ wx XCtuX VXId^X X OXIX «
i
Liddon, K.P.
L-) VliX^ ^ X. ^Xii^ XI vO VX X^XXc^X KJxX •
Lowry, Asbury.
XVOOXMXXXOXvvO ^X ^ X \S m
Mc Clint ock, J. and Strong, James.
^ J- V^j^ C4<w Li Xc^ WX x> X UX X C^X X X L w X (.j uLx C . X iC# V .
Mallary, C:D.


















stone , Calvin E.
X J[i X X V o v^x^ii-^ ^X UlXC ^ J. CifXi wX D CLX X wli •
Talmage, T.De Witt.








Van Cott, Mrs. Eaggie.













A TQ n n r*vT)*h p 1 TTpVi/ Tpcii"?5Tnpn +
Bonar, Koratius.
1




Dictionary of the Bi^ble.
Cruden, Alexander.
Concordance of the Holy Scripture.
De Felice, G.
Y/hat is the Bible.
Freeman, J.M,
Hand-lDOok of Bible manners and customs.
Ge ik i e , Cunningham
.













A companion to the Greek Testament and the English version.
Sea.rs, Robert.
History of the Bible.
Smith, Uriah.
Thoughts on the book of Daniel.
Warren, H:¥.















JrHyHlOcii UciaOll HO L. T<Hc pcndX •
De Pressense, E.
jesus Uiirisu, nis me ana worx.
Geikie, Cunningham.
jjiie and v/orcLs oi unrisx.
Goodwin, T.A.
jiiocie 01 man s iLnjnorua,±ixy
.
Greg, V/.R.




iMew iesT^ament laea Oj. ne±±
,
me second coming oi unrisu.
Miche 1 1 , Al exande r
.










i^i c c e riomo
.
Smith, G.
iiaiXiioriy oi divme disjjensaLion.
otebbins, K.A.









Agreement of science and revelation.
Practical Religion.
Andrews, J,!!,
History of the Sahhath.
Boyd, A.K.H.
Counsel and coififort spoken from a city pulpit.







Nature and life. (Sermons)
Pish, H:C.
Pulpit eloquence of the nineteenth century.
Llontgomery, D.H.
Bunyan' s Pilgrim's progress. 2v.
Hunger, Theodore T.
The appeal to life.
Preedom of faith.
Smith, Hannah.
The Christian's secret of a happy life.
Taylor, V/illiam.
Pauline methods of missionary work,
Thoma.s a Kemp is.
Of the imita,tion of Christ.
Townsend, L.T.
Supernatural factor in religious revivals.
Vincent, J.H.
Church school and its officers.

Wood, Henry.




Rise of the Hugenots. 2v.
Cocker, B.F.
Christianity and Greek philosophy.
2 D Aubigne, J.H.IIerle.
Histors?" of the reformation. 5v.
De Pressense, E.
Early years of Christianity.
Discipline of the T.I.s. church.
Pisher, G:P.
History of the Christian church.
Hagenloach, R.R.
History of doctrines. 2v.
Parkinan , P ranc i s
.








Thoughts on the hook of Revelation.
Stanley, Arthur Peurhyn.




A history of the church from earliest ages to the Reformation
TOiite, Mrs. E.G.
Spirit of prophesy. 3v.

99
}Ton-Christian Religion^ Including lilythology
Anderson, Rasmus Bjorn.
Norse loythology.
Brinton, Daniel G. ij
lilyths of the nev/ world. !;
Clarke, James Freeman.
Ten great religions. 2v. '<
ji
Cox, C-:¥.
iiiytholog^'- of the Aryan nations.
2 Galey, C:M.
Classic myths in English literature.
2 Guerher.
Myths of Greece and Rome.
X Hyths of northern lands.
Hale, E.E.
The age of fahle.
Irving, Washington. ^
Mohamet and his successors. 2v.
Keightley, Thomas.




































Seven years among the freedmen.
Wells.





Life and works. lOv.
Blaine, James G.
Twenty years of Congress. 2v.
Burgess, John W,
Political science and constitutional law. 2y.
Chandler, G:









Bulgarian horrors and Russia in Turkistan.
Hellenic factor in the Eastern proolem.




Impending crisis of the South.
Johnston, Alexander.
History of American politics.
Julian, G:W.
Political recollections.




Considerations on representative government.
Moore, N.






Shorter course in civil government.
X Wilson, Woodrow.





The distribution of products.
Carey, H.C.




Outlines of economic theory.
2 Ely, Richard Theodore, ed.
Hull House maps and papers.




History of bimetal ism in the United States.
Mc Ennis, J.T.
Story of manual labor.
Marshall, Alfred.
Economic industry.
2 Mill, John Stuart.
Political economy. 2v.
X Newcomb, Simon.
Principles of political economy.
Potter, Beatrice.
Cooperative movement in Great Britain.
Riis, Jacob A.
Children of the poor.













2 Wells, David A.
Recent economic changes,







Financial history of the United States, 1774-1885. 3v,
Dunhar, Charles F. ed,
Lav/s of the U.S. relating to currency, fina,nce, and banking,
George, Henry,
Protection or free trade.
Plehm, Carl C.
Introduction to public finance.
Taussig, F.V/.




Industrial evolution in the United States.
La,w and Constitutional History
Andrews, I.W.











Commentaries on the laws of England.
2 Bryce, James.
X American comirionwealth. 2v.
Becket, Gilbert Abbott A.
Comic Blackstone.




Constitutional history of England. 2v.
Jameson, J: A.
Constitutional convention.












Peasant and la.nd lord.
I Rannie , David Watson.
Historical outline of the English constitution.
j




History of the constitutions of lowa.
II Thorpe, P.W.




Constitutional history of the United States.
Walker, Timothy.
Introduction to American law.
Administration
Chase, G:Y/.
Digest of Masonic law.
Donaldson, Pascal, ed.
The Odd Fellow's offering.
Dugdale, R.L.
"The Jukes"; a study in crime, pauperism, disease, and heredity
Harrison, Benjamin.
This country of ours.
Ingersoll, L.D.




Principles of Masonic law.
Mahan, A.T.
Interest of America in sea power.
Masonic offering,
Mitchell, J.W.S.
History of free masonry. 2v.
Scott, H.L.
Military dictionary.
U.S. - Official register, 1895.
U.S. - Revised army regulations.
Wilson, Woodrow.
The state: historical and practical politics.
Education
Adler, Felix.





Psychology applied to the art of teaching.
Bass, G.F.
Opening exercises for schools.
Be ebe , Kathe r ine
.













C ompayre , Gabr i el
.
Abelard.
X ---- History of education.
1
2 History of pedagogy.


















Education from a national standpoint.
Froehel,
Education of man.
Frye , Alexandre E.
Brooks and "brook hasins.
Child and nature.
Gray, James C.
Topics for teachers. 2v.
Grey, Mrs. V/illiam.
Rosmini's methods of education.
Earnerton, Philip Gilhert.
The intellectual life.










Practical hints for teachers.
Hubhard, Clara Bee son.
Merry songs and games for kindergarten.
Klemm, L:R.
Chips from a teacher's workshop.
European schools.
Mc Glellan and Lewey.
Psychology of number.
Mason, A.C.
1000 ways of 1000 teachers.
Mathews, William.




£:e , David. P.




Notes of talks on teaching,
2 Patrick, J. IT.
Pedagogics
.
?) Payne, H. V/. tr.











Essays on educational reformers.
Ricks
.






















Lessons in the new geography.
Van ITostrand, Grances Post.
Royal gifts for the kindergarten.





— Froeloel s gifts.
2 Wiltse, Sara E.
Kindergarten stories and morning talks,
2 — Stories for kindergarten.
Yournans
.





Customs and Polk Lore
Sal dvvin , Jame s .




The college, the market and the court,
Piske, John.
Myths and myth makers.
^ Gould, S. Barings





Woman's worth and worthlessness
.
Harris, Joel Chandler.






Speech and manners for home and school.
Mill, John Stuart.


















Teaching the language arts.
Hoffman, W.James.
The beginnings of v/riting.
Yi/hitney, W: Dwight.
1
Language and study of language.
JjXXc ana. giov/un oi j-anguage.
jiingxisn xianguage
Century dictionary of the English language.
Marsh, G.P,
English language and its early literature.
Lectures on the English language.
Mathev7s, ¥:
7/ords ; their use and ahuse.
Trench, RrChenevix.
















Philosophy of the mechanics of nature.
Bates, E.Walter.




Wonders of the deep.
Faraday , Michael
.
Lectures on the physical forces.
Gaye, Selina.
The world's lumber rooi.a.
He Irahol t z , He rmann
.








Nature study for common schools.
Kirby, Mary, and Elizabeth.
The world by the fireside.
2 Lardner, Dyonisus.
Lectures on science and art. 2v.
Lubbock, Sir John.
The beauties of nature.
Popular science monthly. 1890 - 1904.
Proctor, R.A.










History of inductive science. 2v.
Wonder stories of science.
2 World of wonders.
Wright, Mabel Osgood.
The friendship of nature.
Mathematics
Davis, Charles, and Peck, W.G.





Story of the solar system.
Story of the stars.
Ennis, Jacob.







— Other v/orlds than ours.
Star atlas.
-Upton, Winslow.
Star atlas and explanatory text.
Welsch, Antony.








KimlDall , Arthur L.
Physical properties of gases.
1
Lardner, Dyonisus.
Hand iDOoks of natural philosophy.
Thurston, Robert H.
Heat as a form of energy.
j
Tyndall, John.























Earth and its wonders.
Archibald, Douglas.
Story of the atmosphere,
Dana, James Dwight.
Corals and coral islands.





Story of earth and man.
Donnelly, Ignatius.
Ragnarok: the age of fire and gravel
Geika, James.
The great ice age.
Gibson, John.
Great waterfalls, cataracts and geysers.
Guizot, A,
Earth and man: comparative physical geography,
Hutchinson, H.l^f.













Story of a piece of coal.

Mill, Hugh Ro-oert.
The realm of nature.
Footprints of the creator.
Seeley, H.G.
Story of the earth in past ages.
Shale r, N.L.
Aspects of the earth.
Stephens, C.A.
Off to the geysers.
Swallow, G.C.
Geological survey of Missouri.
Tarr, Ralph S.





The forms of water.
Uncle Lav/rence,




Man and the glacial period.
Wright, W:
Oil regions of Pennsylvania.
Biology
Agassiz, Louis.
The structure of animal life.
CI odd, Edward.
Primer of evolution.
---- Story of creation; a plain account of evolution.






Atlantis: the antidiluvian world.
Drummond, H.
Ascent of man.
Great races of mankind.
Hutchinson, E,l!T.
Prehistoric man and beast.
Lord, John.






A song of life.
|!
6 Payne, Frank Owen.
ITature study.
Spencer, H.






Uncivilized races of the world.
Botany
Vegetable substances, materials of manufacture














Birds of the northwest.
Key to north American birds.
Cowan, Frank.
Curious facts in the history of insects.
2 Cooper, Sarah.
Animal life in sea and on land.
Elephant.
Elliott, Daniel Girard.




Along the Florida reef.
---- Living lights.
— Marvels of animal life.
Insect transformation.





Kirby, Mary, and Elizabeth.





Wonders of man and nature and intelligence of animals.
Merriman, Florence A.
Birds through an opera glass.
Natural history.







Natural history ohject lessons.
Shufeldt, R.W.
Natural history of United States.
Tenny, Mrs. SanlDorn.
Bees, iDutterflies , etc.
Birds.
Quadrupeds.
Sea shells and river shells.
Sea urchins, star-fishes, etc.
Zoology.
White, Gilbert.










Inventor's manual of legal principles and guide to the
patent office.
Forbes, Sir John.






























History of a mouthful of bread.
Martin, H. Newell.
The human "body. 2v.
Mayhew, Edward,
The illustrated horse doctor.
E"ightingale , Florence.




Kinesiology of educational gymnastics.












The science of self.
Engineering
Bourne, John,
Catechism of the steam engine,
Greene, Homer.




















How to nurse sick children.
11 Lev/is, Rohert
Modern industries and commerce.
Communication and Commerce
Briggs, CP. and Maverick, A,
Story of the telegraph.
Preedley, E.T.








Brass and iron founders guide.
Bishop, J.L.
History of American manufacture. 2r.
Overman, Frederick.
The manufacture of Steele
Ure, Andrew.
Dictionary of arts, manufactures and mines.
/
PIKE ARTS
De Forest, Julia E.
Short history of art.
Emery, M.S.
How to enjoy pictures.
Freeman, James E.
Gatherings from an artist's portfolio.
--=•=- Gatherings from an artist's portfolio in Rome.
Goodyear, ¥.H.
Renaissance and modern art.
Roman and Mediaeval art.
LulDke
.
History of art. 2v.
Morris, William.




The eagle's nest and Froncles Agristes.
The paths and lectures on art.
Pre-Raphalitism and Arata Peutelice.
Taine, H.
The philosophy of art.
Von Reher, Eranz.
History of ancient art.
Architecture
Bcv;ler, George.
Chapel and church architecture.
Clement, C.E,
Architecture for heginners and students.
Eergusson, James.
History of architecture. 2v.

Rusk in, John.
The seven lamps of architecture.
---- Stones of Venice. 3v.
Sculpture
Clement, C.E,




The elements of drawing and perspective.
Ware, William.
Modern perspective and plates.
Painting
Clement, C.E.
Painting for "beginners and students.
Rusk in, John.
Modern painters. 5v.
Van Dyke, John C.
How to judge of a picture.
Viardot, L.

















Familiar fish; their habits and their capture.
Outing. 1890 - 1904.
Smith, Horatio.
Festivals games and amusements.
Thvv ing , Edward
,




Genius in sunshine and shadow.
2 Blaisdell, Albert F.
American and British authors,
X Botta, A.C.L.






l4ectures to young men.
Complete letter writer,
Corson, Hiram.
Aims of literary study.
Drummond, Henry.
Greatest thing in the world.
Essays, critical and social.




New cyclopaedia of poetry.




Golden poems, choice selection.
Griswold, Rufus.
Poetry of affection.
Hale, Sarah J. ed.
Poetical illustrations,
Hallara, Henry.
Introduction to the literature of Europe.




Literature cf Europe in the loth, 16th, and 17th centuries.
2v.
2 Famlin, Sara A.
Pictures from English literature,
Famill, S.vS.
Science of elocution.












Half hours with the hest authors, 4v.
Lawrence, Eugene.
Primer cf Mediaeval literature.
Primer of modern literature.
Lil)rary of choice literature. 8v,
Linn, S, P. ed.
Golden gleams of thought.
Mahie, H.W,
Essays on hocks 8.nd culture.
Short studies in literature.
Macheth, John V/alker,
The might and mirth of liter'ature.
Mat son, Henry.




Foundation studies in literature. 2v.

Morgan, Anna.
An hour with Delsarte.
Morris, Charles, ed.




Poetry of compliment and courtship.
Parker, R:




















How to catalogue a library.
Wise sayings.
American Literature.
X Bates, Katharine Lee.
American literature.
X Bates, Arlo.
Talks on the study of literature.









Primer of American literature.
Martin, Benjamin.
Choice specimens of American literature.
X Matthews, Brander.
Introduction to American literature,
Mitchell, Donald Grant.
American lands and letters.
2 Richardson, Charles F,
X American literature from 1607 to 1885.
X Smith, Huntington.
A century of American literature,
Steadman and Hutchinson,
Library of American literature.
Tyler, Moses Coit.
Literary history of the American Revolution. 2v,
Whipple, E,P,
American literature and other papers.
Wright, Henrietta Christiana.

























' The mistress of the manse.
Holmes, Oliver ¥/endell.
I
Songs of many seasons.
Longfellow, Henry Y/adsworth.
I
Keramos, and other poems.
Poems. 6v.
I Poems of places - Western states.













Poems of American patriotism.
Saxe, J:G.
Money King, and other poems.
x Stedman, E.G.
Poets of America. 2v.
I















-= Locusts and wild honey.
---- Pepacton.




Moral uses of dark things.
Child, L.Jlaria.
Letters from New York.
Depew, Chauncy M.














Country living and country thinking
Holland, J.G.
Every day topics.
















Essays in literary interpretation.
Essays on nature and culture,
My study fire.














Six selections from Irving 's Sketch-book.
Thoreau, Henry David.
Letters to various persons.
Whipple, E.P.
Character and characteristic men.
Literature and life.
_ Success and its conditions.
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Poet at the breakfast tahle.
Professor at the "breakfast table.
=» Works. 4v.
Irving, Washington.









---- My summer in a garden.
American Miscellany
Bent, S.A.
Fanailiar short sayings of great men.
Holmes, Oliver Wendell.


















IxiiToriua t i on for the people.
Jlevciand , Charles D,
Cciiipend. of English literature.
Disraeli, I.
Amenities of liter'ature. ^iv.
X Gcsse, Edinund.




Primer of English literature. Romance period.
Mitchell, D.Cr.
English lands , letters , and kings, 2v,
Einto, William.
Manual of English prose literature.
X Perry, T.S.
English literature in the 18th century.
X Phillips, Maude Gillette.
liiianual of English literature. 2v.
Reed, Henry.
Lectures on English literature.
X Saintsbury, George.
History of English literature, 2v.
X History of I9th century literature, 1760 - 1895.
ohaw , Mar t in , and Smi th
.
Choice specimens of English literature.
X Taine, H.












Lays of the Scottish cavaliers and other poems
— Book of loallads.
Berdoe, Edv\?ard.
Browning's message to his times.
Eickersteth, E.K.





Poetical and dramatic virorks. 6v.
— Pomegranates from a.n English garden.
Burns, Robert.
Works. 4v.
















































An idyl of v/ork.




4 Macaulay, Thomas B.





















3 Scott, Sir Walter.
Poetical works. 4v.
Ginn, Edwin.































---- Maurine and other pcem-s.
Wordsworth, William.
Poetical works. 3v.








Prom Shakespeare to Pope
English Drama
2 Dowden, Edward.














Moult on, Richard Green.
Shakespeare as a dramatic artist.
Pratt, Mara L.












Harold i a drama.
Q,ueen Mary; a drama.
Warner, Eeverly E.







Literary and historic miscellanies.
Boyd, A.K.H.
Autumn holidays of a country parson.
---- Leisure hours in town.










Heroes and hero worship.





Hours of work and play.
De Ouincy, Thmas.
Opium eating.




Essays. Decision of character.
Essays. Popular ignorance.
2 Eroude, J. A.
Short studies on grea,t subjects.
Giles, H:




Stray studies from Italy and England.
Hazlitt, W:









Essays in Little. l!
Letters on 1 iteratuPre
.
Lubbock, Sir John.




Miscellaneous prose works. 4v.
Macaulay, T.P.
Miscellaneous essays. 4v,
Essays and poems. 3v.




Chips from a German workshop. 5v.
Rusk in, John.
The crown of wild olives and the Q,ueen of the air.
Ethics of the dust.
---- Sesame and lillies and Ethics of the dust.








Illustrations of universal progress.
Stephen, Leslie.
Hours in a lihrary.
Thackeray, Willi air; M.
Miscellanies. 8v.
Wilson, John.
Recreations of Christopher ITorth.













Eliot, George, Wit and wisdom of.





Irish eloquence; Philips, Curran and Grattcn.
Jerrold, Douglas.






Nashy, Petrol iuirt v. (Locke).
















History of early English literature.
Hamilton, Gail,





Primer of German literature.































Primer of French literature.
Souvestre, Emile.
An attic philosopher in Paris.
i|
Italian and Soanish Literatures.
\,
Conant, Helen S.



































V/crks; tr. by Davidson.




















Odyssey: tr. by Bryant.
1
Illiad; tr. by Bryant.
Jevons, Prank B.
1
A history of Greek literature.
Lamb, Charles.





Primer of classical literature.









History of the Peloponnesian war.
Minor Literatures
Sadi. Musli.





Boyd, James P. .
Triumphs and wonders of the 19th century.
Brovmell, Henry.
Ancient and modern history.
Champlin, J:D. jr.
Cyclopaedia of persons and places.
Young folks cyclopaedia.
Creasy, E.S.
fifteen decisive battles of the world.
Draper, John ¥:




Outlines of universal history,
4 (rilman, Arthur, ed.
Magna Charta stories.
2 Guizot, P.
History of civilization. 4v.
Hinsdale, B.A.





The grov/th of a people.
X Lamed.
History for ready reference. 4v.
Longman, P.W.
Ship historical reader, 7v.
Lord, John.





MacL e d , ¥0rman
.
Character sketches.
llahan , A . T
.
Influence of sea-power upon history.
Ragozin, Z, A,







History of the world. 2v.
Smith, Goldwin,
Lectures on the study of history,
Swinton,- Y/illiam.
Outlines of the v^orld's history.
Trainer, John.
How to study U. S, history.
\7hite, H.
Eistoi-y of the world.
Wonder stories of history.
Young, L. E.
Remarkahle events in the world's history.
Geography and Description
Ballou, IK. IvI,
Due West, or Round the v/crld in ten month
Brassey, Krs,
Around the world in the 3racht "Sunheam",
Coffin, Charles C.
Our new way round the world.
Dana, Richard Henry, jr.
Tv;o years before the mast.
Hale, Edward Everett.
Stories of the sea,
Harrison, Carter H,











Methods and aids in geography,
McCormick, Henry.
Practical work in geography,
MacCoun, T.
Historical geography'- of the U. S,
Murray's hand-hook for travellers,
Uorton, C. E, and Stephens, Kate,
Geographical reader.
Parke r,Pi'^ ¥.
How to study geography.
Phillip.
Geographical readers. 6v.
2 Rand and I.iClTally's atlas of the world,
Redway
.
Reproduction of geographical forras,
Richardson, D. }J,
A girdle round the earth.
Smiles , Samuel
•
Travels round the world oy a hoy.
Spry, W, J. J.
Cruise of H. M. S. Challenger.
Antiquities
Becker, Y/ilhelm Adolph,
Charicles, or Iliustrations of the private life of the Greeks
(tr, by Frederick Metcalfe).
Becker, Wilhelra Adolph.





Life of the Greeks and Romans.
Inge , William R.
Society in Rome under the Caesars.
Lanoiani, Rodolfo,
Ancient Rome,
---- Pagan and Christian Rome.
Monnier, Mare.
Wonders of Pompeii. 2v.
Middleton, J. H.




Illios; city and country of the Trojans.
Short, John T,
North Americans of antiquity.
Smith, William.





Rollo on the Rhine.
=• Rollo' s tour in Europe.
Aldrich, T. B.
Prom Ponkapog to Pesth.
Anderson, H. C.
Pictures of travel.
A poet's "bazaar; a tour in Germay, Italy, Greece and the
Orient.
Bryant, Will jam Cullen.







Familiar letters from Europe,
Field, H. M.













We two alone in Europe,
Mott, Valentine.









Travel in Great Britain
Craik, I), 11,
An unknown country -Ireland,
Dodd, Anna Bovman. !












2 Our old home
.
Passages from English note book.
O'Rell, Max, pseud.
John Bull and his island.
Scudder, K.E.
The English Sodley family, and The Viking Bodley's.
Victoria, Queen of England.
Leaves from the journal of our life in the Highlands.
Travels in Germany and Austria
Edwards, A.TI.












Breton folk; an artistic tour in Brittany.
2 Ghesney, J.
Ramble round France.
Galignani's new Paris guide.
Kamerton, Philip Gilbert.























Italy, Florence and Venice.










Russia, its people and literature.
Wallace, D.M.
Russia.
Travel in Scandinavia and Minor Countries of Europe
- Amicis, Edmond de
.
Constantinople.







Land of the Midnight sun. 2v.
Tyndall , John
.
Hours of exercise in the Alps.
Travel in Asia
Shield, i-i.M.
From Egypt to Japan.
Travel in China and Jape
Alcock, Ruthford.
Three years in Japan. 2y,
Bird, I. L.
Unheaten tracks in Japan. 2v, in 1.
Expedition to Japan,
Hue, M.






When I was a hoy in China,
Phillips, E. C.
Peeps into China,
5 Pratt, Mara L.
Stories of China.
Williams, S. W.
The middle kingdom. 2v,





Bird, Isabella L. (afterwards Mrs. Bishop).
Journeys in Russia and Kurdistan, 2v,
Butler, Williaia Allen.
Land of the Veda - Personal rerainiscences of India.
Curtis, George Y/illiam,
The Howadji in Syria,
De Hass, Frank:.








2 Pratt, Mara L.
Stories of India.
Prime, V/illiam C.






Ten vears' camiDaio'n in India.
Travel in Siberia and other countries of As ia
Kennan, George,
Tent life in Siberia,
"Vencent, Frank J.





The Hile tributaties of AlDyssinia.
2 Chesney, J,
Land of the Pyramids.
2 Cur its, George 7/illiam.
Rile notes of a howaji.
Livingstone, David,
His last journals in Central Africa,
Travels in South Africa,
Longman, F, W,
Geographical reader; South Africa.
Loring, V/. Ji,
A confederate soldier in Egypt,
Taylor, Bayard,
Egypt and Iceland,
Journey to Central Africa,
V/arren, ¥. W.
Life on the iTile.
Travel in North America
Haskel , Daniel,
Gazeteer of the United States,
Rohinson, H. M,
The great fur land,
V/arner, Charles Dudley,
Baddock and that sort of thing.
Travel in Mexico and the Y/est Indies
Ballou, U. M,
Due South, or Cuba past and present.
Bishop, Y/illiam Henry,










Cu^ba in war times.
Kingsley, Charles.






White umhrella in Mexico,
Wilson, Robert A.
Mexico; its peasants and priests.
"Travel in the Unites States
Bacon, Edwin M.




A lady's life in the Rocky mountains.
2 Bishop, IJathaniel Holmes.










Heart of the Y/hite mountains.
Elliott, Henry W.
Our Arctic provinces; Alaska.






A little town in America,
Inge rsoli, Ernest.
Crest of the continent.
Ingersoll, Ernest.
Knocking around the Rockies.
Irving, Wailington.
Adventures of Captain Bonneville.
Kemble, Frances A.
Journal of residence on a Georgian plantation.
King, Clarence.
Mountaineering in Sierra Nevada.
Oliphant, Lawrence.














•Santa Barbara and around there.
Schwatka, F.





Shaler, IT. S. ed.
United States of Ainerica. 2v.

Stephens, John L.










The sunset land. (Pacific slope),
Trollope; Anthony.
The West Indies and the Spanish main.




Through Yellowstone Park on horse-back.
Travel in South America
Agassiz, Louis and Mrs,E, (C).










Around and about South America,
- Y/hympser, Edward,
Travels in the Great Andes of the equator

Travel in Oceanica and the Polar Regions
Ballou, M, M.
Under the Southern cross; Australia.
Greeley, Adolphus W.
Three years of Arctic service, 2v.
Hayes, Isaac I.
An Arctic "boat journey,
Higginson, Mre, S, J,






The fate of Sir John Franklin.
Nansen, Eridtiof.
Eartherest North. 2v.







Australia and New Zealand. 3v.
¥hymper, E.
Heroes of the Arctic.
Genealogy
Johnson, Clifton.
Names and their histories.
Ancient History
Anderson, Rohert E.
Story of the extinct civilization of the East.

Bucks, Charles.











The story of Chaldea,
Rawlins on, George.
Manual of ancient history,
Seven great monarchies.





Manual of American history.
History of Rome
Bee sly, Mrs.
Stories from the history of Rome,
2 Gihhon, Edward.
Decline and fall of the Roman Empir
2 Leighton.
History of Rome.
Me r ival e , Charl e s
.
History of the Romans. 8v.
Mommsen, The odor.
History of Rome. 5v,
Provinces of the Roman Empire, 2v

Pelham, H. F.




History of Greece and minor countries
!
2 Benjamin, Samuel Green Wheeler.
Troy; its legends, history and literature.
Brownson, C. L.
Smaller history of Greece.
Church, Alfred J.
The story of Carthage.
,
Curtius, Ernst.
History of Greece. 5v.
Felton, C. C.






History of Greece, lOv.
Harrison, James.
Story of Greece. \\
Mahaffy, J. P.











.Dyer, Thomas Henry, ed.









The story of the Normans,
Johnston, Alexander.
The Normans in Europe
,
Kingsley, Charles.
The Roman and the Teuton.
Myer
.
Mediaeval and modern history.
Oman, Charles ¥.





History of Scotland and Ireland.
Taylor, William C,
History of Ireland. 2v,
O'Connor, T. P. and McWade.









History of the plague in London,
Dixon, William Hepworth.
Her Majesty's tower. 2v.

Froude, J. A.,
History of England. 12v.
Gairdiier, Janies.
Houses of Lancaster and York,
Gardiner, A. S.




Students* history of England.
Green, John R.
History of the English people. 2v.
---- History of the English people, 3v.
Short history of the English people. 4v.
Hassall, Arthur.
The mailing of the British Empire.
Hiijne, David.




Children of Westminster Ahbey.
Kirlcland, E. S.
Short history of England.
Knight, Charles.
Pop^ilar history of England. 9v.
Latimer, Elizabeth Wormeley.
England in the 19th century.
2 Macaulay, Thomas Babington.
History of England. 5v.
2 McCarthy, Justin.
History of our times. 2v.
Oman, Charles W. C,
England and the Hundred years* war.
Powers, G. W.
England and the reformation,
England and the revolution.

l| Robertson, C.G.
Making of the English nation,
Towle, G. ¥.
Young peoples* history of England.
Turner, L,




Lights and shadows of Scottish life.
































History of Prance. 8v.
2 Kirkland, E. S.
Short histor^/ of Prance.
Lamartine, Alphonse se.
French revolution of 1848.
Latimer, Elizabeth Y/ormeley.
Prance in the 19th century,
Malian, A. T.
Influence of sea-power upon the French revolution,
Michelet, Jules.












Italy in the 19th century,
Oliphant, Mrc.
Makers of Venice,
History of Spain and Portugal
Hale, Edward Everett and Hale,, Susan,
Story of Spain,
Latimer, Elizabeth V/ormeley.
Spain in the 19th century.

2 Poole, Stanley Lane-
Story of tlie Moors in Spain,
Prescott, William Henry,
History of the reign of Ferdinand and Isa"bella, 3v,
Phillip the second of Spain. 3v,
Thiebler, N, L,
Spain an d the Spaniards.
Yonge, Charlotte Mary,
Story of the Christians and Moors in Spain.
History of Russia
King-lake, A,V/,
Invasion of the Crimea. lOv.
Latimer, Elizabeth Wormeley,
Russia and Turkey in the 19th century.
Morfill, W. R.
Story of Russia,
2 Phillips, E. C.
All the Ru':>sias.
Ramhaud, Alfred,
History of Russia, 3v,
History of Scandinavia and Minor Countries
Barret, Mary, pseud.
Story of William the Silent and the TTetherland war,
Boyeson, Hjalmar HJorth,
The story of Norway.
Carlyle, Thomas,
Early kings of Norway,
Hug, Lina and Stead, Richard.
Story of Switzerland,
McCracken, W. P.
Rise of the Swiss republic.
Motley, John Lathrop.
Rise of the Dutch republic. 3v.





History of Asia and Africa
Adams, W. H. D.
V/arriors of the Crescent.





Story of British rule in India.
Gilman, Arthur.
Story of the Saracens.
Latimer, Elizabeth Wormeley,




Story of the vedic India,
Theal, George McCall.
The story of South Africa.




North American Indians. 2v.




Eggleston, Edward and Seelye, L.E.








A century of dishonor.
P£u?kiuan, Francis.
Count Frontenac and ITevr France .
Old regime in Canada.
Prescott, WilliajTi Henry.
Conquest of Mexico. 3v,
Walton, J. S. and Brumbaugh, M. 6.
Stories of Penn.
Winsor, Justin,
Narrative and critical history of America. 8v,




History of the U. S. 6v.
Barber, J. V/.
Incidents in American history.
Channing, Edward.
Students* history of the U. S.
The U. S. of America.
Cooper, J. F,
History of the navy of the U. S. of America.
Eggleston, Edward and Lillie.
Household history of the U. S. and its people.
Ellis, E. S.
History of the U. S. 8v.
Fiske, John.
History of the U. S.
Gilman, Arthur,







Formation of the Union.
2 Loosing, B. J,
Cyclopaedia of U. S. history, 2v.
McMaster, John Balch.
History of the people of the U. S. 4v,
With the fathers.
Magazine of American historj'-.
Monroe, A. P.
The story of our country.
NatDonal 1885-1890.
Pollard, Josephine.
History of the hattles of America.
2 Pratt, Mara L.
American history stories. 4v,
Richardson, Ahbey Sage.
History of our country.
Ridpath, J. C.
Popular history of the U. S. 2v.
Schouler, James.
History of the U. S. of America. 5v.
Scribner.
History of the U. S, 5v.




History of the American people. 2v.
Towle, G. W.
The nation in a nutshell.
Walker, Prancis A.
The making of the nation.
Wright, Henrietta C.
Children's stories of American progress.





History of the U. S. lOv.
i
Campbell, Douglas.
Puritan in Holland, England and America. 2v.
Drake, S. A.
Making of Virginia and the middle colonies;
Earle, Anna Morse.




Discovery of America, 2v.
Old Virginia and her neighbors. 2v,
Jay, William.
Inquiry into American colonization.
Parkman, Francis.
Conspiracy of Pontiac, 2v.
Discovery of the Great West.
---- A half century of conflict. 2v.
Montcalm and Wolfe. 2v.
Pioneers of France in the nevr world.
j
R\zle and misrule of the English in America,
Sloane, W. M.
The French war and the revolution.
History of the American Revolution
i
Botta, Charles.





2 Gilmore, J. R,
Rear guard of the revolution.
Lodge, Henry Cahot.













Pictorial field-book of the war of 1812.
— Pictorial field-hook of the revolution, v.1-2,
Pictorial field-hook of the civil war. 3v.
Rhodes, James Ford.
History of the U. S. from the compromise of 1850. 3v
Roosevelt, Theodore.
Naval war of 1612,




Army of the Cujnherland,
3 Coffin, C. C.
Following the flag.
Days and nights on the battle-field.
Cox, Jacob Dolson.
March to the sea. Franklin and Nashville.
De Paris, Comte.
History of the Civil war in America. 4v.
Dodge, T. A.















Army life in a black regiment,
Humphreys, A. A.






History of the great rebellion in the.U. S,
Nicolay, John George.
Outbreak of the rebellion,
Packard, Mrs. E. P. W,
Prison life.
Palfrey, Francis Winthrop,
Ant ie tarn and Fredericksburg,
Phisterer, Frederick,
Statistical record of the armies of the U. S. (Civil war).
Pond, G. E,
Shenandoah valley in 1864.
Ropes, John Codrnan.
The army under Pope,
Tourgee, A. W,


















Drake , Samuel Adams
.
Around the Hub,
Making of New England,
Making of the Ohio valley states.
Making of the Great ?/est.
Pelt, J. B,
Annals of Salem. 2v.
Fiske, John,
Beginnings of Hew England,
Gilmore, James R,















The making of Iowa,
Stuart, A. A,





Adams, Charles Franc is.
Pamiliar letters of John Adams and v/ife with memoirs.








Life of Samuel Adams.
Addison, Joseph.
Courthope, W:J:
Addison. (English men of letters).
Albert, King of England.
Grey, C. ed.
Queen Victoria's memoirs of the Prince Consort.


























Personal history of Lord Bacon.
Barneveldt, Jan van Olden.
Motley, John Lathrop.
John Ox Barneveld. 2v.
Barnum, P.T.
Life Of P.T. Barnum.
Bartlett, Gen. Williaia Francis.
Palfrey, Francis Winthrop.
Memoir of W.F. Bartlett.
Bates, Joseph.
White, James.






Bentley. (English men of letters.
Benton, Thomas Hart.
Roosevelt, Theodore.






Life and services of J.G.Blaine.
Houghton, Walter R.
Lives of Blaine and Logan.
Bronte, Charlotte.
Gaskell , Mrs. E.G.




Bryant, William Cull en,
Wilson, James Grant.




Life of Ole Bull.
I Bunyan, John.
Froude, J. A.
Bunyan. (English men of letters.)
Burns, Robert.
Shairp, J;C.
Robert Burns. (English men of letters.
Burr, Aaron.
2 Parton, James.













Carlyle , Jane ¥elsh.
Froude , J. A. ed.





Carlyle, Thomas, and Emerson, R.W.
Correspondence. 2v.
Cary, Alice and Phoebe.
Ames, Mrs. m.C.




Charles I, king of England.
Abbott, Jacob.
History of king Charles the first.

Charles II, King of England.
AlDlDOtt, Jacob.
History of king Charles the second.
Charles V, King of England.
Prescott, V/:H.
Robertson's Charles the fifth. 3v.
Charles XII, King of Sweden.
Topelius, Z.
Times of Charles the twelfth.
Chase, Salmon Portland.
Hart, A. 3.




Chaucer. (English men of letters.)
Clay, Henry.
Life and speeches of Henry Clay. 2v.
Schurz, Carl.
Life of Henry Clay. 2y.
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor.
Traill, H:D.
Coleridge. (English men of letters ser.)
Coles, Eswald.
Washburn , E , B
.
Sketch of Esward Coles.
Coluiribus, Christopher.
Abbott, J:C.
Life of Christopher ColLimbus.
Irving, Washington.




















Co\'','per. (English men of letters ser.
)
Cromwell, Oliver.
Carlyle, Thoirie.s , ed.







Charlotte Cushman: her letters and memoirs of her life.
Custer, Ge.n. George Armstrong.
Custer, E.B.














Dickens. (English men of letters ser.)
Dolby, G:













Drake; the sea king of Devon.
Dryden, John.
Saintsbury, George.










Memoirs of R. W. Emerson. 2v.
Holmes, Oliver Wendell.
Life of Ralph V/aldo Emerson.
Ericsson, John.
Headley, P.O.

















Eranklin in Prance. 2v.
McMaster, John Balch.







Franklin; his life "by himself.
j2 Partou, James.






Frederick the Great. 4v.
Frederick I.
Topelius, Z.
Times of Frederick the first.
Froebel, Friedrick.



















Memoirs of a femme de chambre.
Garfield, Jaiaes A.
Bundy , J .M
.
Life of James A. Garfield.
Gibbon, Edward.
Moris on, J.C.
Life of Gibbon. (English men of letters.)
Glazier, ¥.
Owens, John A,
Sword and pen; adventures of ¥. Glazier.
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Goldsmith. (English men of letters.)
Poster, John.
Life of Oliver Goldsmith.
Irving, Y/ashington.
Biography of Oliver Goldsmith.
Goodrich, S.G.
Recollections of a life time.
Gordon, General Charles George.
Butler, Sir Y/:?.
Charles George Gordon.









Gray. (English men of letters.)
Gustavus Adolphus.
Fletcher, C.R.L.
















(English men of letters.)
Hawthome , Jul ian
.





















Hume. (English men of letters.)
Ibsen, Hinrick.
Wicksteed P w
Four lectures on Hinrick Ibsen.
Irvirif WasV) in^rt on
Life and letters. 3v.
4v.
Wa rner n • T)
.
Life of Washington Irving.
Jackson, Andrev/.
Parton. James.
Life of Andrew Jackson. 2v.
Andrew Jackson as a public man.
Jefferson, Thomas.
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Johnson. (English men of letters. )
Bosv/ell, James.











Keats. (English men of letters.)
Kemble, Frances A.
*
Records of a girlhood.




King si ey, Charles.
Letters and memories of his life.
La S'ayette.
Parmer, Lydia H.
Life of La Payette.
Holstein, H.L.V.D.
Memoirs of La Payette.
Lamb, Charles.
Ainger, Alfred.









Landor. (English men of letters.)
Larcom, Lucy.




Adventures of La Salle.
Lawrence, Amos.
Thayer, W:]:.!.





Ro'bert E. Lee and the southern confederacy.























F owl e r , Thomas
.
Locke. (English men of letters.)
2 Louis XIV.
Abbott, J:S.G.
History of Louis XIV.
Lyon, Mary.
Thayer, ¥:M.











Madison, Mrs. Dorothy (Payne).
Memoirs and letters.




















Mendelssohn, letters and recollections.
Michelet, M.J.
The story of my childliood.
Miller, William.
White, James.
Life of William Miller.
Milton, John.
Pattison, Mark.























Napoleon and his marshalls. 2v.
Lockhart, J.G.
History of Napoleon Bonaparte. 2v.
Nelson, Hora.tio.
Russell, W.Clark.












Mementoes of Rev. E: Payson.
Peter the Great.
Abbott, Jacob.





















Pope. (English men of letters.)
Powell, Mary.
Pratt , llara L.
Life of Mary Powell.
Presoott, W: Hickling.
Ticknor, George.






































Scott. (English men of letters.)
Lockhart, J.G.
Life of Walter Scott. 7v.
Sevigne , IJIme . de
.
Hale, Mrs. S.J.B.
Letters of Madanie De Sevigne.
Shelley, Percy Bysshe.
Symonds. (English men of letters.)
Sheridan, R:B.B,
Oliphant, Mrs, M.O.W.




























- Church, R: W.
Spenser, (English men of letters.)

Spenser, Edmund.
Hart , J ; S
.
Life of Spenser and the Pairy Queen.
Stanley, Lean.
Bradley, G:G.
Recollections of Dean Stanley.
Stael , JEme . de
Duffy
.
Life of Madame de Stael.
Stephenson, George.
Smiles, Sam.























Thackeray. (English men of letters.
The odor ic, the Goth.
Hodgkin, Thomas.






















Washington and his generals. 2v.
Irving, ¥/ashington.
Life of Washington. 5v.
Irving and !Piske.
Washington and his country.
Jllarshal1 , Jolm
.





Martha and Mary Y/ashington.
Wayland, J'rancis.
Wayland, Francis and H.L.

















Lord Chancellors of England, lOv.
Clarke, C: and Mary Cowden.
Recollections of writers.
Clement, Mrs. G.E.
Painters, sculptors, artists and engravers.
Artists of the 19th century.
Cunningham , Al1an
.




Poot-prints of famous men.
Sea kings and naval heroes.
Pields, James T.
Yesterdays with authors.
Premont , Mrs . J . B
Souvenirs of my time.
Good and grea.t men.
Great and eccentric characters.
Greeley, A.¥.
Explorers and travelers.
Griswold, Hat tie Tyng.














Stories of remarkable v/omen.
Hunt on, R.J.
English radical leaders.
Jame s on , Firs . Anna
.
Lives of celebrated female sovereigns
Memoirs of the early Italian painters
2 Johnson, Samuel.





Memoirs of celebrated characters. 3
Library of historical characters.
I Lord, John.
Jewish heroes and prophets.
Mateaux, C.L.
Brave lives and noble.
Mayhew, Henry.
The wonders of science.
Men who have risen.
Morley, John.
English men of letters,
Oliphant, Mrs.
Makers of Florence.
Makers of modern Rome.
Part on, James.
Famous Americans of recent times.
Pluta,rch.
Lives of illustrious men, 4v,
Q,uincey, Josiah.







Private correspondence of Daniel Webster, 2y,
Webster, Uoali.
Scudder, Horace E,









Whittier; life and letters. 2v.
William the Conqueror.
Abbott, Jacob.








Leaves from my journal.
Wordsworth, Y/illiam.
3.«yers, P: W: H:





Arnold , Mat thew
.
Johnson's Lives of the poets.
Baldwin, Joseph G.
Party leaders.




Eminent authors of the 19th century.

Smith, Theodore Clark.
American statesmen index biography.
Sparkes, Jared.
Library of American "biography.
Strickland, Agness.
Lives of the queens of England.
Thackeray, \¥: M.
English humorists.
2 Vedder, Henry C.
American v/riters of to-day.
Whipple, E.P.
Recollections of eminent men,
Wilson, Williajn.
Heroines of the household.
V/ood, ¥.
Hundred greatest men.
The world's history and its makers.
\
CHILDEEIT'S BOOKS
Bellamy, & Goodwin, ed.
Open sesame, v. 1,2, 3.
Ghamplin, J:D. & Bostwick, A.E.
Young folks cyclopedia of games and sport
Ghamplin, J:D. Jr.
Gyclcpedia of conimon things.
Ghapman, Erank M. .
Bird life.
Harper's young people. 1890-92.
Norton, C.E. Stephens, Kate,
Heart of oak, 5v.
St. Nicholas. 1890-1904.
TALES FROM OLD STORY TELLERS
Burt, Mary.
Story of the German Iliad.
Canterbury chimes of Chaucer retold.
Church, A.J,
Stories of the old world. 5v.
Story of the Iliad.
Story of the Odyssey.
Lamb, Charles, and Mary.
Tales from Shakespeare. 5v.
Malory, Thomris.




Children's Shakespeare to Tennyson,





Ethics for young people.
Richards, Y/:C.
Earry^s vacation, or, Philosophy at home.
Story of the Bible for the young.
Yonge, C.IT.
Young folks Bible history.
idl iriUJjUCrX Ai:i) i* Uliiv LUrJi , ljJL(.TXiI\IJJD AliU i-AlKY iALJlb
2 Arabian night's; ed. by Eliot.
eci, ijy E.E.Hale. 2v.
Carrol, Lev/is.
^
2 Alice's adventures in V/onderland
.





























Book of folk stories.
Stickney, J.H.
j
Hans Anderson's 'Fairy tales,
20 Series 1.
^ — bcries <ti
Brooks, E.S.
Century book for young America,ns,
Brooks, Noah.




' A naturalist's ramhles ah cut heme.
j
— Upland and meadow.
2 Ahuott, Jacob,
Rollo's philosophy - sky and air.
Allen, Grant.
Story of the plants.
Anecdotes of animals.
Baily, W:L.





Trees, plants, a.nd flowers.
Bamford, M,E.
l;y land and vrater friends.
----= Up and dc/m the brooks.
2 Bergen, F.D.
Glimpses of the plant world.
B ia r t , L
.
Adventures of a. young naturalist.
1
3 Buckley, Arabella.
?airy land cf science.
Buckley, A.B.
Life and her children.
2 ¥/inners in life's race.
2 Cha s 6
J
A • •




Uncle John's flower gatherers.
Hale, L.P.












Iiadarne How and Lady Why.
Knox, T.W.






Little folke in fea,thers and fur.
















ITatural history for children.
Pratt, M.L.
2 Pairyland of flov/ers.
2 Little flov/er folks.




2 Shale r, IT.L.
First "book in geology.
Short studies from nature.
What Darv/in saw,
2 Svifisshelm, J.G.













Famous types of womanhood.
Leaders among women.
Lives of girls who became femous.
Lives of poor "boys who "became famous.
Brooks, Elhridge.














Lives of the presidents of the United States.
2 Towle, G:W,
Heroes and martyrs of invention,
Wright, H.C.
2 Children's stories in English literature.
















Abraham Lincoln and the downfall of sla.very.
Brooks, E,S.




Child's life of Lincoln.
Magellan, Fernando.
Tov;le, G.M.
Magellan; or, The first voyage round the v/orld.
Pizarro, Prancisco.
Tov«le, G:Y/.
Pizarro: his adventures and conquests.
Raleigh, Y/alter.
Towle, G:V/.






Dean Stanley with the children.
V/ashington, George.
Scudder, K.E.
George Washington; histarical biography.
Seawell . M.E.
Virginia cavalier. (fiction)
GEIIEEAL HISTORY AKD TPAVEL
2 Baker, W.G.








Zigzag journeys around the world.
Children of all nations,
lODuntan, Lark in.
The world and its people.
Gilman, Arthur.
Kings, queens., "barbarians,
2 Grcte and Segur,
Two great retreats of history.
Hale, E.E. and Susan.





Ten .great events in history, 2v,
2 Stories of heroic deeds,
Stories of olden times, 2v,
2 Stories of other lands.
Knox, T.W.
Young nimrods.
2 Young nimrods around the world,
Scott, Walter.
Tales of a grandfather. 2v,
Scudder, H,E,
Bodleys on wheels,
Bodleys on wheels and Bodleys on foot,
---- Bodleys telling stories,
Stephens, C:A,
Knock-ahout cluh along shore,
Knock-alDOut club in the tropics,
Taylor, Bayard.







Zigzag journeys in classic lands.
Church, A«J,
Roman life in Cicero's time,




Boy travellers in central Europe,
Boy travellers in northern Europe.
Laing, Mrs. C.H.B,
The conquests of Seven Hills,
Schudder, H,E.
Mr. Sodley abroad and The Bodley grandch'ildren,
Mr. Bodley abroad.
Shumway, Edgar S,
A day in ancient Rome.
Yonge , CM.
Book of golden deeds.
Young folks history of Greece.
-"-^ Young folks history of Rome.
England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales
Pierson, H.W.
History of England. (Words of one syllable)
Knox, T.W,
Boy travellers in Great Britain and Ireland,
Butterworth, Hezekiah.
Zigzag Journeys in the British Isles.
Gallcctt, M.
Little Arthur's history of England,
- Yonge, CM.




Three Vassar girls in France.
Three Vassar girls on the Rhine,
Piers on, H.W,
History of France, (Words of one syllable)
Yonge, CM.
Young folks history 'Of France.
Young folks history of Germany.
Holland
Scudder, H.E.







Schoolboy days in Russia,
Smith, H.A.
H'istorj/ of Russia. (Words of one syllable)
Champney , E . Y/
,
Three Vassar girls in Russia and Turkey,
Knox, T,V/.
Boy travellers in Russia.
Spain
Ober, F;A.
Knock-about club in Spain.
Asia
But terviforth, Kezekiah,
Zigzag journeys in the Levant,
— Zigzag journeys in the Occident,

ICncx, T.W.
Boy travellers in Egypt and the Holy Land
Church, A.J.
Stories of the layt days of Jerusalem.
Butterworth, Kezekiah.
Zigzag journeys in India.
Japan and China
Smith, H.A.
History of Japan. (Words of one syllabi
Knox, T.W.
Boy travellers in Japan and China,
Africa
Du Chaillu, Paul.
V/ild life under the Equator.
Kield, Mary.
Glimpses of South Africa.
Knox, T.W.
Boy travellers through Africa.
Boy travellers on the Congo.
Mc Cahe , J.D.
Young folks in Africa.
Austral ia
Knox, T.W.




Zigzag journe;, s in the Antipodes.
Champney, E.W.
Three Vassar girls in South America.
Knox, T.W.
Boy travellers in Mexico.




Young folks history of Mexico. 1
Knock-about club in the Antilles.
United States
Butterworth, Hesekiah,
Zigzag journeys in the Sunny South.
Charaplin, John J), Jr.
History of the war for the union, 2y.
2
Coffin, C: C.
Boys of *61; or, I'our years of fighting.
Boys of '76.





2 Old times in the colonies.
Redeeming the republic.
Story of liberty.
Eggleston, E. and Lillie.
Eirst book in American history.
f; Piske, John.
¥/ar of Independence.
2 Higginson, Thomas ¥.
Young folk's history of the United States.
2 Johonnot, James.
Stories of our country.
Johnston, Alexander.
History of United States,
2 Knox, T,7/.
Young nimrods in ITorth America.

Otis, James. pseud.
The boys of 1745.
The signal boys of '75.
Ober, F:A.
Knock-about club in the Everglades.
1
Pierson, Helen ¥/.
United States history. (Y/ords of one syllable)
Pollard, Josephine.
Histoi'y of United States. (Words of ons syllable
Pratt , Mara L
.
Stories of Massachusetts.
Rooseyelt, Theodore, and Lodge, E:C.




Boy soldiers of 1812.
Three colonial boys.
Watson, K.C.
2 Boston tea. party.
IToble deeds of our fathers.
Wright, H.C.





















2 Old fashioned girl.
2 Rose in "bloom.
Alden, Mrs. I.M.
A hed.cie fence.













A child of Tuscany.







Giovanni' and the other.
Jarl's daughter.
Little Lord ?auntleroy.
YnQ one I knew best of all.
The pretty sister of Jose.
Two little pilgrims progress.
Butterworth, Hezekiah.
Boys of Greenway court.
The knight of liberty.
Log schcolhouse on the Col^ombia.
«_„_The patriot school-master.










Children of the sun.
De Amicis, edmonds.





2 Dewey, Mrs. J.:.,..
Stories for h-Ome and school.
Diaz, A. 3.
The John Spicer lectures.
Diaz, Mrs, A. LI.
V/illiam Henry and his friends.
Dickens' little folks.
Boy Jo and Sam Weller from Pickv/ick papers.
Child wii"e from David Ccpperfield.
Dame Durde-^ from Bleak house.
Dolly Varden from Barhaby Rudfie
.
Little Nell from Old Curiosity Shop,
Little Paul from Domhey and son.
Oliver T/.'ist from Oliver Twist,
Siiisy Jupe from Hard times.
Smike from Nicholas Nickleby.
Dodge, Mrs. M.M.
Donald and Dorothy.
Hans Brinker; or, The silver skates.









Jackanapes: Daddy Darwin's dovecot.
iielchoir ' s dream.
Mrs. Over-the-v/ay ' s remembrances.
Story of a short life.
---- We and the v^orld.
Faraday, Michael,

















The cat of Buhastes.
---- Condemned as a nihilist.
The dragon and raven.
Por name and fame,
Por the temple.
Friends though divided.
A knight of the v/hite cross.
---- The lion of the North.
— A march on London.
In Greek v/aters.
---- The lion of St. Mark.
Orange and green.
St. George for England.
Tales of daring and danger.
Through the fray.
. With Clive in India.
7/ith Frederick the Great.
With i/Ioore at Corunna.




A young prince of coi;mierce.
Kowitt, Mary.
The heir of V/est Maryland.
" Sowing and reaping,








The ark of Elm Island.
Good old times.
The hard scrahble of Sim Isla.nd.
The sophomores of Radcliffe.
— Turning of the tide.
The v/hispering- pine.






Lee, Mary g.nd Catharine.

















Llay , S oph i e ,
.Dotty Dimple at her grandmother's.
j
Dotty Dimple at home.
Dotty Dimple at play.
Dotty Dimple at school.
1





With Crockett and iD.owie.
JTeely, K.J.
One good turn deserves another.
Few picture reading iDOOk,
•





Half round the world.



















King Tom and the runaways.
Perry, ITora.
Three little daughters of the Revolution.
Phelps, E.S.
Trotty "books.
Trotty' s wedding . tour,
Pyle, Hov/ard.
Merry adventures of Rohin Hood.
Pyrnelle, L.C. '
Diddie, Lump, and Tot.
Ray, A.C.








Annals of the poor.
Rusk in, John,






?ive little Peppers and hov; they grew,
3 Pive little Peppers midway,






For life and liberty.
To Greenland and the pole.
Stockton, F.R,




The "Battle" of Nev; York.
. On the frontier.
The lost gold of Montezumas.
Stov/e, Mrs. H.B.
A dog's mission and other stories.









A little girl of long ago.
Wiggin, K.D.
4 Bird's Christmas carol.
3 Story of Patsy.







Little Lucy's wonderful globe.
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